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Abstract
More and more companies and insurance brokers are offering wellness and lifestyle incentive
programs. These incentives aim to improve the lifestyle of the individuals within these
programs. Traditionally, these programs offer financial rewards based on behaviour within
these programs. However, over the long term, these programs suffer from low engagement
rates and insignificant long-term effects. This poor performance is due to the differences
between individuals because users react differently to incentives. This work aims at improving
behaviour within these programs by offering a personal behaviour recommender system. The
developed recommender was designed to consider the behaviour and level of the respective
user within the program and provided recommendations which would result in an ascension
within the incentive program. This work consisted of a behaviour classification and behaviour
recommendation phase. This classification was done using a random forest classifier to identify
desirable and undesirable behaviour within the program. This behaviour is then inputted into
the recommender system. A collaborative filter recommender type is used for the
recommendation within this work. It should be noted that the recommender algorithm was
designed to recommend a minimum action to the user which would ensure the ascension within
the program. This limitation on the recommendation was imposed as to ensure that
recommended actions are not so significant that users lose interest in the program or injure
themselves.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
Multiply is a wellness program which aims to improve the financial, mental, and physical
health of its members. Such improvement is made by creating a deep understanding of the
behaviour of its members and proposing ways in which to improve their behaviour. Within the
Multiply incentive program (MIP), members are given a score based on the healthy ways in
which they live their lives. This score is an accumulation of financial, physical, mental, and
safety levels of the member. Based on this score, each member is placed in a different category.
These categories are defined as Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum and Private Club. Members are
incentivised to ascend the respective categories, as more rewards are offered the higher the
individual ascends. Currently, users are required to check a series of dashboards to identify
areas where points can be obtained. These dashboards provide transparency within the
respective categories. However, the current system does not provide users with a list of actions
which is specifically tailored to their user profile. This dissertation aims to construct a
personalised recommender system which would aid individuals in successfully ascending the
program. The recommender is to account for a user’s current actions and make
recommendations based on the actions which would result in the rise of the user within the
MIP.

1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this work are to:
•

Create a personalised recommendation system within the MIP in order to aid users to
ascend the respective categories.

•

Provide users with a personalised list of actions which would result in the rise of users
within the MIP.

•

Create a personalised recommendation system which recommends the minimum action
which would result in moving up one category.

1.2 Contributions
The contribution of this work, to the best of the author's knowledge, is that it is the first
personalised behaviour recommender which is implemented within a lifestyle incentive
program.
Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.3 Limitations
This work is limited to individuals within the MIP and by the data supplied. Therefore, missing
data is not accounted for in this work. An example of missing data is financial data within the
MIP. Financial data was not supplied in the datasets. However, section 0 shows that financial
behaviour does contribute to a user’s category.

1.4 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 explores the use of recommenders in various fields. The different types of
recommenders, as well as the respective methods, are explored. Chapter 3 focusses on
providing an overview of the different algorithms used in this dissertation. Different preprocessing algorithms are explored as well as the different classification and recommendation
techniques. These algorithms are evaluated critically with the aim of identifying the best
performing algorithm for this study. Chapter 4 explores the pre-processing and classification
development methodologies in detail. In addition, the classification results are shown and
evaluated. Chapter 5 focusses on the development of the recommender system. This chapter
investigates the phases, methodologies, and results of the various experimental techniques used
within this dissertation. The performance of these algorithms is then critically discussed to
evaluate performance within the MIP context. Chapter 6 provides conclusions and
recommendations and opportunities for future work.
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Chapter 2
2. Literature review
More and more companies and insurance brokers are offering wellness and lifestyle programs.
These programs aim to promote healthy living, increase morale and reduce health costs (Gibson
et al., 2017). These programs are enabled by the rise of wearable technologies and the various
database stores and tools. Lifestyle and wellness programs enable companies to obtain insight
into the behaviour and living patterns of their customers. One of the main challenges with
regards to wellness programs is that of motivation to change behaviour. In these programs,
incentives are offered for desirable behaviours and penalties for undesirable behaviours. These
incentives are highly effective in inducing short-term behaviour changes (Crespin et al., 2016;
Gibson et al., 2017). However, over the long term, these incentive schemes suffer from low
engagement rates and the long-term effect on behaviour becomes insignificant (Gneezy et al.,
2011). Furthermore, not all incentives are effective for all individuals. McComb et al. (2016)
and Gibson et al. (2017) found that the effectiveness of incentives varies largely with the
characteristics of the individual being incentivised and therefore, found personalised incentives
to be more effective (McComb et al., 2016; Gibson et al., 2017). Between individuals, the
behaviour is also not always consistent. Instead, behaviour varies depending on a number of
factors. These could be time, location, context and intention (Bentley et al., 2014). In order to
change the behaviour of individuals, recommendations need to be personalised to account for
this variation in behaviour between these individuals. Section 2 explores the different
recommender system applications. Thereafter, the different types, techniques and challenges
within the recommendation system space are analysed in sections 2.3 to 2.5. Finally,
recommender systems focussed on lifestyle behaviour is explored in section 2.6.

2.1 Recommender system applications
Recommender systems are essentially information retrieval systems. Their primary objective
is to find information which is most relevant to the user through various algorithms (HorsFraile et al., 2018). Recommender systems have been a necessary development due to the
explosion of information systems seen today. Companies are generating and storing vast
amounts of data.
Additionally, the rise of e-commerce companies has resulted in more information being stored
on users as well as providing more choices than ever before. However, a drawback to this
Chapter 2: Literature review
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increase in choice is the risk of information overload. Users would need to navigate large
amounts of data in order to find items which interest them. Thus recommenders help navigate
these large databases to obtain items which would be most valuable to users (Jiang et al., 2016).
Examples of where recommenders are used include Amazon and Netflix. Amazon offers over
400 million products on its website. Therefore, it is imperative for recommender systems to be
incorporated within their website architecture. Netflix aims to recommend content which the
user prefers in order to keep users engaged. Recommender systems are used extensively in the
e-commerce industry. However, they are also used in other industries such as tourism,
education and health.

2.1.1 Tourism
Maroulis et al. (2016) investigated using recommender systems to determine tourist points of
interests for users. These recommendations are built on location-based social networks which
connected people through geotagged content such as pictures, texts and video (Maroulis et al.,
2016). Jiang et al. (2016) investigated a similar recommendation system for the tourism and
travel industry. However, in addition to providing only points of interest for users, the sequence
in which users should visit these points are recommended. This recommendation is based on
social travelogues and community contributed photos (Jiang et al., 2016).

2.1.2 Education
With the adoption of e-learning platforms, more and more users are participating in online
courses. These sites produce vast amounts of data based on student and teacher behaviour. The
primary objective of educational data mining is to obtain patterns of usage for both the teacher
and student as well as to gain insight into student behaviour patterns (Dwivedi et al., 2017).
Dwivedi et al. (2017) investigated recommendation techniques used in the educational sector,
with the aim of recommending additional elective courses based on the student's grades for
certain subjects.

2.1.3 Health
Hors-Fraile et al. (2018) conducted a survey on the implementation of recommender systems
within the medical field. Recommendation systems within healthcare are still in its infancy.
One suggestion on why recommender systems have not been widely adopted is that the
technology is not clearly defined and widely known by medical personnel. One of the
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significant challenges with the use of recommendation systems within the health field is that
of legal liability and regulatory compliance (Hors-Fraile et al., 2018).

2.2 Datasets for recommender systems
The datasets used within recommender systems greatly depend on the application or sector
within which the recommender system is applied. The rise of social media and wearable
technologies from various data sources can be aggregated to provide additional information
and improve the performance of recommender systems. Balicki et al. (2015) investigated using
internet of things (IoT) data to model the behaviour of individuals for a smart city application.
In this research, IoT data was defined as data from mobile phones, tablets, cameras, smart cars,
and wearables. These data sources were aggregated to obtain information on not just the
behaviour of individuals within cities, but also the city infrastructure (Balicki et al., 2015).
It should be noted that a recommendation system is not implemented in the research, but a
behaviour modelling system. Behaviour modelling or profiling can, however, be seen to be a
subcomponent of implementing a behaviour recommendation system and therefore, is relevant
to this study. Another behavioural modelling system considered only using wearables to
develop a robust activity recognition method which accurately identified physical activity and
activities of daily living (Sztyler, 2017). Lim et al. (2017) developed a mobile wellness
management system for healthy living which used both wearables and location data from
mobile phones. This system used these datasets and aggregated them into a system which
provided behavioural recommendations based on location context data and behavioural data
(Lim et al., 2017). Most of the literature for behavioural recommender systems use wearables
as a data source as this source gives the highest resolution into human activity. However, some
systems used pictures and social media data to obtain location and context-based information
for recommender systems. These systems take into account the photos of individuals and their
friend groups in order to offer recommendations (Jiang et al., 2016; Kesorn et al., 2017). An
advantage of using social media is that it provides a wealth of upfront information and
therefore, reduces the scope of the data gathering phase.
With the current growth in the information space and as the applications for recommendation
systems grows, datasets which recommenders are to act on will become enormous. An
additional issue which is to be addressed is that of computation. Recommendation systems can
be computationally expensive (Sahu et al., 2015). In addition, traditional databases do not
provide in-house support for different recommendation algorithms. Therefore, overhead may
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be required for existing databases, because data would need to be extracted, input into the
algorithm, and then pushed back to the database (Sarwat et al., 2017). Both PostgreSQL and
Hadoop solutions are proposed to remedy this in Sahu et al. (2015), Sarwat et al. (2017), and
Simović (2018). Although necessary, infrastructure considerations will not be the focus of this
research and are not explored further in this dissertation.

2.3 Types of recommender systems
There is no one size fits all recommendation algorithm as different applications require
different algorithms. Recommender systems can either be personalised or non-personalized.
Details of these recommender types are discussed in detail in this section.

2.3.1 Non-personal recommender systems
Not all recommenders are personalised to specific users. In non-personalized recommender
systems, recommendations are made based on the entire user group. These recommenders
could be in the form of identifying the most popular items across all users (Khatwani et al.,
2017). This system is essentially a counting system, where most popular items are shown.
These counting systems can be made more specific with regards to location, time of the year
or other characteristics of the user or item. Non-personal recommender systems are useful for
cold start situations (Tikk, 2016). A cold start is when a new user or item is added to the
recommender system, and the algorithm has no ratings or history of making a recommendation.
The cold start problem is elaborated upon in section 2.5.1.
Non-personal recommenders are not without its drawbacks. The most obvious being that items
on the most popular list may not be of interest to the user. There is also an issue of visibility,
where items which are not on the most popular list would remain hidden to the user. In order
to provide more tailored recommendations for both users and items, a personal
recommendation system is to be employed.

2.3.2 Personal recommender systems
As opposed to non-personal recommender systems, personal recommender systems use
information on the user, user group, items and item groups in order to find similar users and
items. Similar items or users are found, because it is assumed that similar users are more likely
to prefer the same items, and similar items, are most likely to be preferred by specific users.
Assumptions regarding personal recommenders are defined by Ren et al. (2015):
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Assumption 1:
If two users rated a set of items similarly, then their future rating or consumer behaviour will
tend to be similar too.
This assumption forms the basis of collaborative filtering techniques. Recommendations are
made based on historical ratings of respective users.

Assumption 2:
Users prefer items similar to those previously liked.
This assumption simplifies the recommendation algorithm by refining the scope to a small
number of items. On this assumption, content-based recommendations are made.

Assumption 3:
A user’s item preference or an item’s desirableness does not change over time.
This assumption along with assumption 2 is used to reduce the size of the sample space.
However, assumption two and three will result in no new items being recommended and
therefore, may result in the user losing interest. Temporal recommendation systems have been
developed to address this problem (Ren et al., 2015). These systems are discussed in section
2.4.5.

2.4 Recommendation techniques
This section explores the various recommendation techniques in greater detail. The aim is to
explore the various recommender system techniques along with the advantages and
disadvantages of each technique.

2.4.1 Problem formulation
Recommender systems comprise of a set of users and items. These can be seen below where
𝑼 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … 𝑢𝑛 } represents a set of users U and 𝑰 = {𝑖1 , 𝑖2 , … 𝑖𝑚 } represents a set of items.
These user and item sets are combined in order to form a user-item rating matrix 𝑅𝑜
𝑼 × 𝑰 = 𝑅𝑜
where 𝑅𝑜 is the user-item rating matrix, characterised as
𝑟11
[ ⋮
𝑟𝑚1

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑟1𝑛
⋮ ]
𝑟𝑚𝑛
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and 𝑟𝑛𝑚 denotes the rating of item m by user n (Ren et al., 2015).

2.4.2 Collaborative filtering
Collaborative filtering is one of the most commonly used recommender algorithms as it is
found in almost all sectors. Collaborative filtering matches similar users based on their ratings.
Recommendations are then made based on these ratings (Ren et al., 2015). Ren et al. (2015)
present two different types of collaborative filtering recommendation systems, namely
memory-based collaborative filtering and model-based collaborative filtering. These are
discussed below.

Memory-based collaborative filtering
This method comprises a two-step process: a neighbourhood selection step and a rating
aggregation step. In the neighbourhood selection step, the neighbourhood (𝑛𝑘 (𝑢𝑥 )) of the active
user 𝑈𝑥 is defined by calculating user similarity. Thereafter, the rating step calculates the
ratings 𝑟𝑥𝑖 and 𝑟𝑦𝑖 of an item. Two popular similarity algorithms used for finding the
neighbourhood is the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC),
∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦(𝑟𝑥𝑖 − 𝑟̅𝑥 )(𝑟𝑦𝑖 − 𝑟̅𝑦 )

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

√∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦(𝑟𝑥𝑖 −

𝑟̅𝑥 )2

∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦(𝑟𝑦𝑖 −

(2)
𝑟̅𝑦 )2

and the Cosine Correlation (COS),
∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦 𝑟𝑥𝑖 𝑟𝑦𝑖

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) =

2

√∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦 𝑟𝑥𝑖 ∑𝐼𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑥𝑦 𝑟𝑦𝑖

(3)
2

where 𝐼𝑥𝑦 = {𝐼𝑖 ∈ 𝐼│𝑟𝑥𝑖 ≠ ∅, 𝑟𝑦𝑖 ≠ ∅} denotes a set of items where item 𝐼𝑖 is an item in set 𝐼
that the user 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 have both rated. Therefore 𝑟̅𝑥 and 𝑟̅𝑦 are the average rating of 𝑢𝑥 and
𝑢𝑦 , respectively (Resnick,1994; Ren et al., 2015). Once the neighbourhood is selected, the
rating scores are aggregated for specific items. This is done using the following equations:
𝑟̂𝑎𝑖 =

𝑟̂𝑎𝑖 = 𝜌

1
𝐾

𝑟𝑥𝑖

(4)

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑎 , 𝑢𝑥 )𝑟𝑥𝑖

(5)

∑
𝑢𝑥 ∈𝑛𝑘 (𝑢𝑥 )

∑
𝑢𝑥 ∈𝑛𝑘 (𝑢𝑎 )
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𝑟̂𝑎𝑖 = 𝑟̅𝑎 + 𝜌

∑

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑎 , 𝑢𝑥 )(𝑟𝑥𝑖 − 𝑟̅𝑥 )

(6)

𝑢𝑥 ∈𝑛𝑘 (𝑢𝑎 )

where 𝑟̅𝑎 is the average rating and 𝐾 is the total number of rated items of the user 𝑢𝑎 .
𝜌=

1
serves
∑𝑢𝑥 ∈𝑁 (𝑢𝑎 ) 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑎 ,𝑢𝑥 )
𝑘

as the normalisation factor. Recommendations can either be an

average rating across all ratings for that item as given in equation (4) or a weighted majority
prediction as given in equation (5). Equation (6) expands upon these equations by replacing
the absolute value with the difference between the average rating and corresponding user
ratings (Ren et al., 2015).

Model-based collaborative filtering
Model-based collaborative filtering constructs a model of the rating matrix and thereafter uses
these models to make predictions for items. These models span a wide range of types from
supervised learning, unsupervised learning and matrix decomposition. These methods are
further elaborated on in Ren et al. (2015).
Although the model-based collaborative filtering algorithm is used in many different sectors,
it is not without drawbacks. One problem is that of scalability. As the user and item sets grow,
so does the resultant rating matrix. Therefore, this method is computationally costly (Ren et
al., 2015).

2.4.3 Content-based recommendation
Content-based recommendation systems work differently to that of collaborative filtering in
that it does not take the scores of other users into consideration. Instead, content-based
recommendation algorithms construct a classifier for each user using various types of features.
A comparison is made between the contents of the items and the user preference model,
thereafter, items which have the highest degree of commonalities are recommended. For textbased items, a content vector (𝑣⃑𝐼 ) could be constructed along with a preference vector (𝑝⃑𝑎 ) for
users. Thereafter, the similarity between the two vectors can be computed using the cosine
distance formula,
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐼𝑖 , 𝑢𝑎 ) = cos(𝑣⃑𝐼 , 𝑝⃑𝑎 ) =

∑𝑁
𝐾=1 𝑣𝑖𝑘 𝑝𝑎𝑘
2
√∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑣𝑖𝑘
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∑𝑁
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(7)
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where N is the dimensionality of the respective item. It is seen that 𝑣𝑖𝑘 and 𝑝𝑎𝑘 are the
𝑘 𝑡ℎ element of the vectors 𝑣⃑𝐼 and 𝑝⃑𝑎 , respectively. For text-based items, a vector will suffice
for the algorithm. However, pre-processing and data mining will have to be done in the cases
where items were video, pictures or songs. Another issue with this content-based
recommendation algorithm is that of diversity, where only items in the preference vector will
be recommended. This creates the chance that the user may lose interest (Baeza-Yates, 1999;
Ren et al., 2015).

2.4.4 Context-based recommendation
Context-based recommendation inputs additional information into the recommendation model
which will affect the model. From work done in Cui et al. (2016), humans can be seen to behave
differently based on a number of factors. These factors include time, location, and whether the
user is alone or in a group. Additional information is incorporated into the traditional
recommendation system to improve the recommendation algorithm. Either the input data will
be pre-processed, where data matching the context will be chosen, or post-processed, where
recommendations not matching the context will be removed (Ren et al., 2015). An example of
context pre-processing can be seen in Maroulis et al. (2016) where tensor factorisation is used
to create a context-aware point of interest recommendation system.

2.4.5 Temporal recommendation
Assumption 3 stated that user-item preferences and item popularity do not change over time.
This assumption is introduced to simplify the recommendation systems. In practice,
individuals’ transition between phases of interest. Items also transition through phases, where
an item can be trendy over a specified period, and thereafter, fall out of popularity. Due to this
phenomenon, temporal recommendation systems have been developed. Temporal
recommendation systems operate under the following assumption:

Assumption 4:
User preferences change over time, and the temporal patterns of their preferences are similar
to similar items (Ren et al., 2015).
Within temporal recommender systems, there are two types of recommender information.
Those aimed at users and the other aimed at items. For users, the following information is
needed:
•

User age – How long a user has been in the recommender system;
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•

User purchasing time – The time the user rated the item; and

•

User preference pattern – The user’s rating pattern over time.

For items, the following is needed:
•

Item age – How long an item has been rated by users;

•

Item launching time - Production time of the item; and

•

Item popularity - How popular an item is during a specific period.

Temporal recommendation systems have not received much research interest until the
TimeSVD++ algorithm, which was developed for the NETFLIX progress award. 𝑟̂𝑎𝑖 is
calculated as:

𝑟̂𝑎𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝑏𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑏𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝑞𝑖𝑇 (𝑝𝑥 (𝑡) + |𝑅(𝑢𝑥 )|−0.5

∑ 𝑦𝑗 )

(8)

𝑗∈𝑅(𝑢𝑥 )

where 𝜇 is the overall average rating, 𝑏𝑖 (𝑡) denotes the time changing item bias, 𝑏𝑥 (𝑡) denotes
the time changing user bias. Both 𝑞⃑𝑖 and 𝑦⃑𝑖 are item vectors in the joint latent factor space and
|𝑅(𝑢𝑥 )| is the item set rated by the user 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑝𝑥 , where 𝑝𝑥 is used to capture changes over
time.

2.4.6 Graph-based recommendation
For graph-based recommendation systems, a bipartite graph is constructed between users and
items. Users are linked to items and items are thereafter linked to users. Figure 1 illustrates a
graph-based recommendation system.

Figure 1: A bipartite graph showing the links between the user and item sets.
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Figure 1 shows that both similar users and items can be identified by identifying the links
between the respective sets. An underlying assumption with graph-based recommendation
systems are elaborated upon below:

Assumption 5:
The fact that an individual rated a respective item indicates that the item is favourable to the
user and this favourability can be distributed through the links of a bipartite graph (Ren et al.,
2015).
A drawback with this graph-based recommendation systems is that popular items within the
environment will be amplified amongst users because popular items will have more
connections to respective users (Zhou et al., 2007). Therefore, graph-based item
recommendations will depend mainly on the popularity of an item within a specific group.

2.4.7 Trust-based recommendation
Collaborative filtering methods compare input users to that of similar users in order to provide
a recommendation. However, trust-based recommendation systems expand upon this concept,
whereby recommendations are made based on users who are known or familiar to the input
user. With the explosion of social media networks, trust-based recommendation methods have
become more viable. With a trust-based recommendation, the cold start problem can be
addressed for both new users and items (Massa et al., 2007; Guy et al., 2009).
For users within a social network, two recommendation methods exist, namely global and local.
For global recommendations, the trustworthiness of a user is compared to that of the entire
community. This trust-based recommendation type is similar to that of popular
recommendation systems where the entire group is used to obtain a recommendation on the
most popular item. For a more personalised recommendation, local recommendations should
be employed. A representation of a trust-based recommender is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Trust-based graph-based network showing the link between active users and
familiar friends.
Trust-based recommendations consider individuals within social networks to obtain trust
information on other users within the chain. Trust is determined based on the social chain
length and weighted trust average between individuals within the network. An issue with the
trust-based recommendation is that recommendations cannot be made in cases where users
have no local network of other users to draw from.

2.4.8 Sequential recommendation
Sequential recommendation systems consider not just the recommendation of individual items,
but a recommendation into a sequence of items is explored. Sequential recommenders are
investigated in He and McAuley (2017), where Markov chains and matrix factorisation are
used.

2.4.9 Hybrid methods
Each recommendation system presented above has its advantages and disadvantages. In order
to overcome the limitations of the various recommendation systems, hybrid methods have been
developed. Hybrid methods consist of an ensemble of recommendation algorithms and are
implemented and aggregated using a voting system (Ren et al., 2015).

2.5 Challenges within recommender systems
The previous section presented several recommender algorithms. However, these
recommendation systems are not without their drawbacks. Two common problems are the cold
start problem and sparsity in the resultant user-item dataset.
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2.5.1 Cold start problem
A common problem with recommender systems is the cold start problem. The cold start
problem is defined by there being insufficient data present to make a recommendation. This
problem can either be from the user or item perspective. The cold start user problem also called
the new user problem, occurs when the user is new to the system and does not have any rating
history.
Conversely, the new item problem is when a new item is added to the system where the item
does not possess any ratings. Because of the lack of information, recommender systems are
unable to make recommendations (Kesorn et al., 2017). The most primitive method to
overcome this problem is to wait for data to be collected on the individual. This problem can
also be addressed by requesting users to provide an initial preference on respective items. These
preferences are updated over time as the user adds more ratings to the system (Dharia et al.,
2018). Another method is to initially adopt a trust-based system where social networks are used
to find the initial preferences of individuals (Ren et al., 2015).

2.5.2 Sparsity in datasets
Another issue within the recommender system space is that of sparsity within datasets. It is
impractical to expect a single user to rate every item within an item set. Therefore, the larger
the user and item sets become; the more sparsity exists within the user-item datasets. In order
to address this problem, hybrid approaches between content-based and collaborative filtering
have been developed to remedy the problem. Another method to remedy the data set sparsity
problem is Markov chains and matrix factorisation (Tang et al., 2013; He et al., 2017).

2.6 Lifestyle behaviour recommender systems
Recommender systems are used to motivate individuals to behave in a certain way. These
recommendations could be to motivate them to buy a specific product, visit a certain location
or complete a particular educational course. This section investigates the recommendation
systems aimed at improving lifestyle behaviour. These recommendations could either be
focused on improving physical activity or improved calorie intake. Behaviour recommendation
systems are different from traditional recommender systems in that the observed behaviour is
highly variant depending on the individual observed.
Behaviour can be categorised to be temporal in that it is subject to change over time and context
of the individual (Trang Tran et al., 2018). However, behaviour patterns can be seen to repeat
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over time. Therefore, recommendation systems implemented within this space can take
temporal effects into account. This section explores the different methods of behavioural
recommender systems, and the advantages and disadvantages of each method are considered
and evaluated.

2.6.1 Healthy behaviour recommender system
Yürüten (2017) proposes a recommender system to recommend behaviours to aid individuals
to achieve their health goals. Two constraints are imposed on the system, namely that the
recommendations were to motivate steady improvement and that the recommended actions
should not be too significant as to discourage or injure individuals. Yürüten (2017) proposes a
method called FactorHabiTS which input wearable sensor data from individuals and provides
recommendations thereafter. User data are measured through wearable sensors to monitor the
effects of stimuli. The steps shown in Figure 3 are proposed to achieve behaviour
recommendation.

Figure 3: Flow chart showing the steps within the FactorHabiTS method for healthy
behaviour recommendation.

Behaviour profiling
Raw time series data is used to obtain a temporal pattern of the user. This work is developed
and explored in Yürüten et al. (2014). The behavioural profiling process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Behavioural profiling algorithm presented in Yürüten, (2017).
Figure 4 shows that the time series data is first filtered to remove noise within the system. In
this behaviour profiling step, a Hodrick-Prescott filter is implemented (Ravn et al., 2002). After
the filter has been implemented, the data is decomposed into two matrices, namely the common
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behavioural trends matrix and behavioural deviations matrix. Once split, these matrices are
clustered individually to group the common behaviours and deviations. The matrix split and
clustering algorithm aim to obtain the common behaviours within the sample space. These
clusters are then collected and aggregated to obtain the final clusters. These clusters form the
required temporal clusters (Yürüten, 2017).

Intervention profiles
As mentioned, the source of the data used in the system is obtained from wearable technology.
Therefore, it allowed for the development of intervention profiles amongst the users. In the
intervention profile phase, the behaviour of a user is measured before and after a
recommendation is made. This behaviour is analysed immediately after the recommendation is
made and over time. The before and after recommendation behaviour analysis are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Graph showing the behavioural change before and after the intervention.
Figure 5 shows the different behaviour slopes before and after a recommendation is made. The
immediate change is noted, as well as the change in behaviour over time. The definition of the
behaviour slopes varies with the dataset. Therefore, a positive slope makes sense when physical
exercise is being measured; however, in the event of calorie intake, a negative slope is used
(Yürüten, 2017). Once the relative slopes are computed, the respective users are categorised
into three groups. These groups are:
1. Responders – users who adopt the behaviour and show a steady increase in activity after
the recommendation is made.
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2. Temporary responders – users who respond immediately to the recommendation, but
do not maintain the recommended behaviour over time.
3. Non-responders – users who do not change their behaviours after the recommendation.
Therefore users who have a pattern similar to that of the input user and responds positively to
the recommendation are used for the recommendation (Yürüten, 2017).

Output average trends of closest successful users
In this step the temporal behaviours of the users which best match that of the input user are
averaged and then used as the output of the recommendation system.
The advantages of the FactorHabiTS method are that recommendations are made based on
users who responded positively to recommendations. Therefore, users, even if they have been
characterised as non-responders would be offered recommendations which will encourage
positive change. A drawback of the method is that in cases where no feedback from users is
accessible, intervention profiles may not be possible to obtain. The lack of intervention profiles
will, therefore, affect the quality of the recommendation.

2.6.2 Introspective retrospective behaviour recommendation
Farrell et al. (2012) investigate the use of an introspective retrospective recommendation (IRR)
method to facilitate healthy decision making. The recommender was mainly focused on calorie
intake and physical activity. This recommendation method functioned by making use of an
individual’s health behavioural history to recommend future actions. IRR methods assume that
an individual’s lifestyle patterns are stable and change slowly over time. This method uses
behavioural patterns of the past and compares past behaviour to current behaviour.
Recommendations are made on the difference between these observed differences (Farrell et
al., 2012). For example, if an individual wanted to achieve a certain weight, the algorithm refers
to a period or prior self where the individual was at the desired weight and compares the
behaviour of the prior self to the current behaviour. Recommendations are then made to either
adopt past habits or to reduce newly formed habits. As mentioned, a common recommender
system is collaborative filtering; however, an IRR method may yield poor results within
behavioural recommenders because of:
•

Sparsity in the space – behaviours may be specific to different users and therefore
introduce sparsity in the dataset;
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•

Diverse user characteristics and goals - all users may not wish to obtain the same result.
For example, individuals may have different weight targets;

•

Varied contexts – behaviours may be relative to an individual’s context, location or
availability of items; and

•

Distinctiveness – individuals may be attracted to items which are entirely different from
that of other individuals.

The advantages of an IRR system are that each user is considered in isolation. This
consideration reduces the sparsity of the dataset, and only considers items in the particular
user’s history. Goals, context and distinctiveness, can be analysed and the history of changes
are recorded over time. However, a disadvantage of this method is that it is highly susceptible
to the cold start problem as no recommendation can be made if there is no history. Another
drawback is that the basis of the algorithm is based solely on an individual user’s history.
Therefore, no novel actions will be recommended to the user which may cause the user to lose
interest (Farrell et al., 2012; Yürüten, 2017). A problem may also arise if the user never met
their goals in the past. In order to remedy these drawbacks, a hybrid system could be
implemented (Farrell et al., 2012). The IRR recommendation method works well where there
is a high fluctuation of desirable and undesirable behaviour by the user.

2.7 Social recommendations for personalised fitness assistance
Dharia et al. (2018) develops a personalised recommender system that considers multiple
sources of information such as wearable sensors, calendar, interests and social networks. The
system then uses a classifier algorithm to classify an individual’s behaviour into inactive or
active. This classification is input into a hybrid recommender system which recommends both
new activities and similar users (gym buddies in this case) to a user of interest (Dharia et al.,
2018). The algorithm of this method is shown below.

Classifier algorithm
The method takes in accelerometer data from a user’s wearable device; this data is then grouped
according to time. This accelerometer data is then input into a gradient boosted decision tree
in order to classify the behaviour of the user. The result of the classifier is inputted into the
recommendation engine thereafter (Dharia et al., 2018).
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Recommendation engine
This method aims to recommend activities that the user may enjoy as well as a similar gym.
Recommendations are made using a collaborative filtering technique, using the Pearson
correlation coefficient equation 2. This personalised recommender system finds activities and
users that are similar and would benefit from working together. Like all collaborative filtering
techniques, the system suffers from the cold start problem. The personalised recommender
system asks for user input to remedy this problem. Users are asked a series of questions in
order to produce an activity preference score. This score was used to find fundamental
similarities. This score, however, is updated each time the personalised recommender system
is used using
𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑖 = max (𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑖 , 𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑖 +

|𝑎𝑢𝑖 |
)
𝑛
∑𝑗=1|𝑎𝑢𝑖 |

(9)

where 𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑖 represents the preference score, and |𝑎𝑢𝑖 | represents the number of times a user
performed an activity. The preference score is not updated until the user participates within the
system. This personalised system was found to successfully recommend activities to
individuals. However, the evaluation group is found to be small with only 24 people
participating. The system was also found to be in its prototype phase and therefore, the social
network element was not tested at scale.

2.8 Summary
This chapter explores the basis of behaviour and motivators in individuals. It was found that
the behaviour of an individual is subject to not just personality but depends mainly on context.
These contexts could be time, location, background, and motivation. Once understood, the
various recommender systems are investigated. This investigation is done to identify the
various sectors in which recommender systems have been employed and the reason thereof.
Several recommender systems are explored to gain an understanding of their operations. The
typical drawbacks of recommender systems, such as the cold start and sparsity problem are
explored along with possible ways in these problems can be overcome. Behavioural
recommender types are also analysed. Almost all recommender systems implemented in the
behavioural analysis space took temporal behavioural patterns into account. Temporal systems
in the behavioural analysis space profiles users in order to identify normal patterns to that of
deviations. The literature outlined in this chapter provides a firm foundation to build on in this
dissertation. This dissertation differentiates itself from the literature in that it aims to develop
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a behaviour recommender system within an incentive scheme which does not require feedback
from the user.
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Chapter 3
3. Algorithm background
This chapter explores the various algorithms which are to be used at various stages in the
development of the behaviour recommendation system. The various balancing and feature
selection algorithms are explored in order to gain an understanding of their operation and
requirements. After that, the various classifiers are investigated to gain an understanding of
their advantages and disadvantages. This evaluation is imperative in order to ensure that the
most optimum performing algorithms are used within this dissertation. Section 3 focusses on
the analysis of the various balancing algorithms. Thereafter, section 3.2 explores the various
feature selection algorithms. Finally, the various supervised and unsupervised methodologies,
are explored and evaluated in section 3.3.

3.1 Balancing algorithms
Dataset balancing is done in the event where there is a disproportionate representation of
classes. Balancing of datasets is essential to reduce bias within the machine learning model.
Dataset balancing is done by either under-sampling or over-sampling the dataset or a
combination of these methods. This section explores and evaluates the various dataset
balancing algorithms.

3.1.1 Under-sampling
Balancing a dataset by undersampling can be achieved by randomly sampling the majority
class to eliminate additional information. The major drawback of this method is that potentially
vital information is removed from the model (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). Another method for
under-sampling a respective dataset is the TOMEK Link Removal (TLR) method. A visual
representation of this algorithm can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: TOMEK link removal representation
A TOMEK link is defined as a pair of data points which are each other’s nearest neighbours
but which belong to different classes. This method removes these links from the dataset,
thereby reducing the borderline data points and creating a more significant separation between
clusters. The TLR can be expanded upon in order to only remove links which belong to the
majority class (More, 2016).

3.1.2 Over-sampling
In contrast to under-sampling, over-sampling can be achieved by randomly replicating the data
points within the minority class. However, random resampling and replication of the minority
class increase the risk of overfitting. Another drawback of over-sampling is that additional
computation is required to process the target dataset (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). Another way of
oversampling is the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) method (More,
2016). As the name suggests, this algorithm functions by creating new synthetic data points
between two observed data points. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: SMOTE implementation representation
Figure 7 shows the implementation of the SMOTE algorithm on the minority set within a
dataset. This algorithm operates by implementing a K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm for
the entire feature space. The distance between the nearest neighbours are then identified, and
the distance is multiplied by a random number between zero and one. A new data point is then
generated along with the line between the two data points. This process is then repeated across
all points within the dataset (More, 2016).

3.1.3 Combinational methods
An additional approach to either under-sampling or over-sampling is to implement a
combination of both under-sampling and over-sampling, as this can yield better results (More,
2016). A hybrid approach is the SMOTE+TOMEK link removal algorithm (More, 2016;
Lemaıtre et al., 2017). This algorithm removes the TOMEK links of the majority classes and
adds synthetic points to the minority classes.

3.2 Feature selection
Feature selection is essential to reduce the dimensionality of high dimensional datasets
(Goswami et al., 2014; El Aboudi et al., 2016). Different approaches to feature selection
include either a filtering method, wrapper method or hybrid method. These feature selection
approaches aim to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset without compromising the
information content (Goswami et al., 2014). The details of these algorithms are described in
the sections below.
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3.2.1 Filter methods
Filtering methods implement statistical measures to rank features within the respective dataset.
A threshold is then employed, and all features below this threshold are removed in order to
reduce the dimensionality of the dataset (Goswami et al., 2014; El Aboudi et al., 2016).
Filtering feature selection statistical measures include the Fisher score, Pearson correlation,
Kendall correlation, Spearman correlation, Mutual information, Chi-Squared, and Count-based
(Astala et al., 2018).

3.2.2 Wrapper methods
Wrapper feature selection methods are different to filter based algorithms in that the method
makes use of a learning algorithm to evaluate the feature selection subset (El Aboudi et al.,
2016). This feature selection approach is illustrated in Figure 8.

Evaluation
Input all

Generate

Learning

Best feature

features

subset

algorithm

subset

Figure 8: Feature selection wrapper method. This figure is adapted from El Aboudi et al.
(2016).
Figure 8 illustrates the steps of wrapper methods. Wrapper methods input all features into the
algorithm and thereafter generates a subset of the original dataset which is provided as an input
to a learning algorithm. The performance of the algorithm is then evaluated, and used as the
quality of the feature subset. The feature subset which produced the best performance for the
learning algorithm is selected as the optimal set of features. This feature subset is output from
the learning algorithm.

3.2.3 Hybrid methods
A hybrid approach can also be taken, where both filtering and a wrapper method is
implemented. The filtering method is used first to reduce the feature dataset using statistical
measures. Thereafter, the feature subset is input into the wrapper feature selection method. The
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most optimum feature subset is output from the learning algorithm. (Goswami et al., 2014; El
Aboudi et al., 2016)

3.3 Classification algorithms
One of the components of a behaviour recommender system is a classifier, used to classify
existing behaviours. The behaviour classifier aims to observe desired and undesired behaviours
from a dataset. This section explores the different classes of classification which is employed
in behaviour classification systems.

3.3.1 Unsupervised classification
Unsupervised classification approaches aim to find connections or patterns within an input
dataset without input from a teacher (Engelbrecht, 2007). This section explores the selforganising map (SOM).

Self-organising maps
A self-organising map (SOM) is an unsupervised artificial neural network (ANN) (van
Heerden, 2017). A SOM can be defined as a scaling method used to project I-dimensions into
a discrete two-dimensional output space. This output space consists of a map structure of either
orthogonal or hexagonal connected neurons (Engelbrecht, 2007; van Heerden, 2017). During
the training of the SOM, the map learns and represents both the distribution and topology of
the input space (Westerlund, 2005). This dimensional scaling is done in order to reduce the
complexity of the set of inputs, as well as to represent the input with a lower dimensionality
(van Heerden, 2017). It should be noted that there are many variations of this algorithm, such
as neural gas, batch training and growing maps. However, only the operation of the stochastic
SOM is explored in this section.
The first step within the stochastic SOM is to initialise the weights of the neurons. This weight
initialisation can either be assigned randomly, using the principal component of the input
vectors or by constructing a hypercube to uniformly cover the majority of the data
(Engelbrecht, 2007; van Heerden, 2017). The next step is to adjust the weights of the neurons
iteratively within the map. A SOM is trained using a competitive learning methodology, where
a single winning neuron or best matching unit (BMU) is determined per iteration. The BMU is
the neuron whose weight vector best matches the input training vector. This BMU is identified
most commonly using the Euclidean distance between the respective neurons and input vectors.
Upon identifying the BMU, the weights of the neurons of the entire map are adjusted. However,
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the BMU responds more strongly than the other neurons which are further away within the
SOM (Westerlund, 2005; van Heerden, 2017). The training process can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: SOM map before and after the training process. This image is adapted from
Westerlund (2005).
The SOM training process is iterated until a stopping criterion is met. The stopping criterion
could either be the convergence of the map or after a number of training iterations (van
Heerden, 2017). One design consideration when initialising a SOM is to decide on the size of
the map. A map with too many neurons is computationally expensive as well as increases the
chance of overfitting. Conversely, too few neurons create high variance within clusters
(Engelbrecht, 2007). One approach to remedy this problem is to implement a growing map.
Another issue with SOMs is that the training process is slow. Therefore, to speed up this
process, a decaying neighbourhood function and learning rate can be implemented to reduce
the weight change during the training of the SOM (van Heerden, 2017). As mentioned, a trained
SOM produces a set of clusters which best represents the input vectors. However, no target
information is input during the training process. Therefore, in order to use the SOM as a
classifier, the map should be labelled either by a supervised or unsupervised labelling approach
(Engelbrecht, 2007; van Heerden, 2017).

3.3.2 Supervised classification
This section explores the various supervised classification algorithms. This exploration is done
in order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages associated with each algorithm, in order
to ensure that the classifier used within the recommender system is best suited for the
application. The supervised classifier algorithms to be discussed are artificial neural networks,
support vector machines, decision trees, and random forests. These algorithms are discussed
throughout the rest of this section.
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Artificial neural networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) is modelled on the biological neural system of the brain.
Within the brain, neurons are connected between each other in a mesh. Signals are passed into
this mesh of neurons where the individual neurons either excite or prevent signals. ANNs
contains artificial neurons which are represented by a weight which either activate or prevent
signals from propagating through the ANN architecture (Engelbrecht, 2007). The architecture
of an ANN model consists of three parts: an input layer, hidden layers and an output layer
(Almási et al., 2016). These layers are either fully or partially connected between layers
(Engelbrecht, 2007). A single neuron (SN) is first considered to gain an understanding of the
operation of the entire ANN. An SN is illustrated in Figure 10.
𝑍1

𝑣1

𝑍2

𝑣2

𝑓(𝑛𝑒𝑡 − 𝜃)

𝑂𝑢𝑡

𝑣3
𝑍3
Figure 10: Single neuron adapted from Engelbrecht (2007).
An SN allows for the input of multiple inputs. These inputs are all multiplied by a respective
weight before they are passed into an activation function, which either enhances or diminishes
the input signal. The output is obtained usually by computing either the weighted sum or
product of all the input signals. The output of the SN is further controlled through a threshold,
also known as the bias. The activation function used within the SN is most commonly either a
linear, step, ramp, sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent or gaussian function. Besides the linear
function, all these functions can be seen to be monotonic. Therefore, an SN can be used to split
linearly separable data to cases which are above or below the defined threshold. It should be
noted that an SN only works in cases where data is linearly separable. In the case where the
data is not linearly separable, then additional neurons should be introduced (Engelbrecht,
2007).
Various multilayer ANN methodologies have been developed for supervised learning. These
methodologies include Feedforward Neural Networks (FFNN), Recurrent ANNs and Timedelay ANNs. It should be noted that these methodologies by no means cover all the ANN types,
but provide a broad overview of the supervised ANN space. The FFNN architecture is shown
in Figure 11.
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Input layer

Hidden layer 1

Hidden layer 2

Output

Figure 11: Feedforward neural network architecture illustration.
The architecture of an FFNN consists of an input layer, hidden layer(s) and an output layer. It
should be noted that there can be multiple hidden layers. FFNNs receive single external signals
which are then propagated through the hidden layer(s) to obtain the result. This process does
not consist of any feedback connections to previous layers. Recurrent ANNs does, however,
have this feedback link to previous layers. These feedback links allow for the learning of
temporal characteristics of the input dataset. Time-delay ANNs considers a window delayed in
time. Time-delay ANNs, therefore, allow for the temporal characteristics to drive the shaping
of the learning function (Engelbrecht, 2007).
An advantage of ANNs is that they can continue operating with incomplete data. Another
advantage is that once the architecture has been found, the cost of forward calculations is
significantly reduced (Engelbrecht, 2007). An issue with ANNs is that of dimensionality. A
neural network with a large input layer will result in many weights to be created within the
model. Therefore, processing high dimensional datasets would be computationally unfeasible
(Wójcik et al., 2018). Another issue with ANNs is that they do not generalise well and therefore
produce poor accuracy on test sets. A solution to poor generalisation performance is to increase
the number of data points within the dataset. Concept drift also impacts the accuracy of the
ANN. Concept drift occurs when the input target variable changes over time to values not
present in the training data (Almási et al., 2016).
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Support vector machine
A support vector machine (SVM) performs a supervised classification by finding hyperplanes
to separate linear separable classes, by maximising the distance between the hyperplane and
the two classes (Ng, 2000). This separation is done by finding a minimal set of support vectors.
Support vectors are the points which lie closet to the hyperplane. These points are the most
difficult to classify and therefore has a direct bearing on the location of the separating
hyperplane. Therefore, moving a support vector would result in the movement of the decision
boundary or hyperplane (Berwick, 2003). An illustration of the SVM technique is shown in
Figure 12.

Support
Vectors

Maximum margin

Figure 12: SVM technique showing the support vectors and the maximum margin between
data classes.
The SVM illustration shown in Figure 12 is specific to linearly separable data. However data
is not always linearly separable, in these cases, a soft margin is imposed, where some data
points are allowed to cross the margin or by implementing a kernel function which maps data
to a higher dimensional space to achieve separation (Berwick, 2003; Noble, 2006). An
advantage of SVMs is that they perform well for a high dimensional number of features. SVMs
contains a good out of sample generalisation and is robust to bias within the training samples
as only data points which lie near the hyperplane are focused on (Auria et al., 2009). By only
focussing on data near the hyperplane, computation is reduced by not attempting to construct
a complete distribution of all the data, thereby making SVMs scalable with large datasets
(Noble, 2006). Another advantage of SVMs is that they solve a convex optimisation problem
and, therefore, always converge to a unique solution (Noble, 2006). A disadvantage of SVMs
is that they lack transparency into the resultant ruleset. Although it is possible to obtain
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confidence scores, it is not possible to view the ruleset explaining how the classification was
done (Noble, 2006).

Decision trees
Decision trees are sequential models which enable multistage decision making. The basic idea
behind decision trees is that complex decisions are broken down into a series of simpler
decisions, where the final decision would resemble the desired solution (Safavian et al., 1991;
Kotsiantis, 2013). Decision trees have been studied extensively with a number of different
decision trees being developed. These decision trees range from classification, regression trees,
and model trees amongst others (Kotsiantis, 2013). For the remainder of this section,
classification decision trees will be the focus.
There are generally two phases to inducing decision trees. The first being the growth phase and
then the pruning phase. The growth phase aims at recursively partitioning the training data to
obtain two or more leaf nodes. These leaf nodes results either in pure classes or classes with a
purity of a predefined threshold. The pruning phase aims to generalise the decision tree that
was induced in the growth phase by creating a subset of the growth phase decision tree. By
pruning the tree overfitting of the decision tree is avoided (Kotsiantis, 2013). A representation
of a decision tree is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Decision tree representation.
As mentioned, a decision tree makes use of a recursive function in that the method splits data
until all data within a subset is from a single class. In the case where a pure class is not
produced, the process is repeated. However, with each split, purity or uncertainty is measured
(Utgoff, 1989; Kotsiantis, 2013). This measurement is done by making use of an entropy
equation
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) = −𝑝(+) log 2 𝑝(+) − 𝑝(−) log 2 𝑝(−)
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where S is the subset of training examples and 𝑝(+) and 𝑝(−) are the positive and negative
examples within S. The decision tree splits the data in order to minimise the entropy of each
resulting subset. In addition, the information gain for each split is computed to find the most
optimum feature to split on. The information gain measures the amount of information a feature
split provides on a specific class. The information gain is given by
|𝑆𝑣 |
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) − ∑ (
) 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆𝑣 )
|𝑆|
𝑣∈𝐴

(11)

where 𝑣 is the possible values of attribute 𝐴, and 𝑆𝑣 is a subset containing values which is equal
to 𝑣. (Kotsiantis, 2013). The decision tree splits on features which maximises the information
gain.
An advantage of decision tree classifiers is that the rulesets can be extracted from the decision
tree, therefore, making classifications within the decision tree more interpretable (Kotsiantis,
2013). Another advantage of a decision tree is that a comprehensive analysis can be extracted
where consequences from possible decisions can be obtained. A disadvantage with this
algorithm, however, is that decision trees are susceptible to overfitting and therefore, trees need
to be pruned to ensure that they generalise to unseen examples. Another disadvantage is that a
decision tree is susceptible to noise within the dataset because the decision tree splits on noise
within the data (Safavian et al.,1991).

Random forests
A random forest consists of an ensemble of trees, and the result is voted on by these respective
trees in the algorithm (Breiman, 2001). Each decision tree in the random forest operates by
randomly splitting training sets into multiple subsets. An ensemble of decision trees are
implemented on these subsets. The output of specific input vectors is voted on by these
individual decision tree classifiers within the forest. Classes with the most votes in the forest
win the classification (Boulesteix et al., 2012). A representation of this algorithm is shown in
Figure 14.
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Majority voting
Final class
Figure 14: Decision forest representation adapted from Verma et al. (2018).
The advantages of a random forest classifier are that it performs well with high dimensional
data. This performance is observed because not all features are considered when a split is
searched for. Other advantages of this classifier is that the algorithm is robust to over-fitting
and resilient against noise and missing values (Touw et al., 2013). However, a disadvantage of
the algorithm is that the internal ruleset is not accessible. The random forest classifier uses a
voting methodology when classifications are made and aims to minimise the overall error rate
and will, therefore, aim to optimise the prediction accuracy of the majority class. This
optimisation would result in poor performance of the minority class. Care should also be taken
to account for unbalanced datasets to reduce this bias (Liaw et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004).

K-nearest neighbour classification
A K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) classification algorithm is considered a semi-supervised
learning algorithm as it requires the training data and a user-defined K value. KNN
classification works by selecting the K number of elements and a defined distance metric which
is closest to the point of interest. Once K elements have been identified, the point of interest
will be classified based on the majority group of these K elements (Chomboon et al., 2015).
An example of the KNN algorithm is shown in Figure 15.
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Point of

interest

Figure 15: Example of the KNN algorithm where K = 3.
Several different distance metrics can be implemented in order to find the distance between
points, the most common being the Euclidean distance. Other distance metrics include the
standardised Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance, City Block distance, Minkowski
distance, and Chebychev distance (Cunningham et al., 2007; Chomboon et al., 2015).
Additional distance measurement metrics are shown and explored in Chomboon et al. (2015).
An advantage of KNN algorithms is that they are robust to noisy training data and capable of
processing large datasets (Teknomo, 2017). Another advantage is that the classification is
based directly on the training examples. Therefore, training can be performed on the entire
dataset (Cunningham et al., 2007). A drawback to this algorithm is that bias is introduced by a
user-defined K selection. Points of interest specifically on the border of classifications can be
affected by the number of K elements used within the KNN algorithm. The KNN algorithm has
a high computation cost, as the distance between every point and the various K elements needs
to be computed (Teknomo, 2017).

3.4 Summary
This chapter evaluated the various algorithms which can be used within the development of the
behaviour recommendation system. The chapter considered the various dataset balancing
techniques along with the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm. The input dataset
of this study is of high dimensionality, therefore, various feature selection algorithms were
explored and evaluated. Attention was then paid to both supervised and unsupervised
classification methods which can be used to classify the behaviour of individuals within the
MIP program.
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Chapter 4
4. Multiply incentive program
The developed behaviour recommender system is implemented within the MIP. It is assumed
that all users within the program want to move to higher categories. The behaviour
recommender system aims to aid users in successfully navigating the MIP to achieve a higher
status. In order to achieve this aim, it is essential to understand how the current program
operates and what the present required actions of users are. This chapter analyses the current
MIP point structures and user interface to obtain an understanding of the architecture of the
program.

4.1 Exploration of Multiply
Multiply works on a point basis. Desirable actions of the users produce points. These points
are accumulated and calculated on a yearly basis. Based on these points, users are placed in
different categories. The incentive categories are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Multiply Incentive Program Categories
Category

Single

Family

Bronze

0

0

Silver

250

500

Gold

500

1000

Platinum

650

1300

Private club 750

1500

Table 1 shows that users in a family would need to produce double the number of points when
compared to single users. Users navigate these groups depending on their points. These points
are awarded based on four factors, namely health, safety, financial and policies received from
Momentum. Each of these factors is described in the subsections that follow.

4.2 Health
The points awarded for healthy behaviour are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2: Healthy points
Activity

When

Points

Once a year

20

Single point

Family point

limit

limit

20

40

100

200

80

160

80

160

Complete the
physical
health and
activity
questionnaire
Green – 100

Known
healthy heart

Once a year

Red – 30

score
Have an
active day

Amber – 60

Once a day

1

Or
Level 5 – 40
Fitness

Every six

assessment

months

Level 4 – 30
Level 3 – 20
Level 2 – 10
Level 1 – 5

Points awarded to individuals depend on the category and health of the individual. These
categories are the healthy heart score and fitness test. The healthy heart score ranges from 100
points for a green status to 30 points for a red status. Users also have a choice to track their
active days or to do a fitness assessment every six months. Behaviours which contribute to an
active day are:
•

300 calories burned

•

One gym visit

•

10000 steps taken

•

One sporting event finished
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One active day is given if any of the conditions above are met. Users can only earn one active
day per day, irrespective of the number of conditions met for that day. If the user does not wish
to track their fitness each day, they could opt for an assessment every six months. This
assessment covers:
4. Blood pressure
5. Muscle flexibility
6. Lung function using a peak flow meter
7. Height, weight, and waist circumference
8. Cardiac efficiency
Based on the results of this fitness test, users are placed in categories and points are awarded
depending on their category. These point allocations are shown in Table 2.
Fitness points range from 40 to 5 points depending on the fitness of the user. Users can only
receive these points twice a year, and therefore a limit of 80 points is applicable.

4.3 Safety
The points awarded for safe behaviour is summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Safety points
Activity
Complete safety
questionnaire

When

Points

Single

Family

Once a year

20

20

40

50

100

80

160

>80% - 50
Safety score

Once a year

71% - 80% - 40
55% - 70% - 30
<55% - 0

Safe day

Once a day

1

Users receive a safety score based on the results of their safety questionnaire. These results
depend on the following aspects:
•

Does the user have a fire extinguisher at home?

•

How frequently they inspect their electrical fence.

•

How frequently their geyser is checked for faults.

•

Is there an inventory list kept of their belongings.
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•

Are there chips or cracks on their windscreen.

•

The presence of security features on their vehicle.

The user obtains a score which depends on the number of safety aspects the user has. Users
also receive a point per day if the day is defined as a safe day. These safe days are defined in
Table 4.
Table 4: Safe day
Safe day category

Points

Drive according to the rules 1
Take the train

1

Have a drive free day

1

It should be noted that driver behaviour is recorded through the MIP app. It is seen that one
point is awarded per day if any of the conditions shown above are met. A maximum of 80 safe
points is available per year.

4.4 Financial
This section discusses how points are allocated for financial behaviour. The point system is
summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Financial points contributors
Activity
Complete
questionnaire

When

Points

Single

Family

Once a year

20

20

40

Once a year

100

100

200

20

80

160

Yearly
financial
review
Track money

Once a

spent

month
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4.5 The cover received from Momentum
This section shows the points received when users take additional products with Momentum.
These points are summarised in Table 6.
Table 6: Additional cover points
Activity

When

One

Two

Three

Four

Five+

year

years

years

years

years

70

80

90

100

110

120

70

80

90

100

110

120

Health

70

80

90

100

110

120

Wills

70

80

90

100

110

120

Retirement

70

80

90

100

110

120

Savings

70

80

90

100

110

120

Cover

<1 year

Risk
Car and
home cover
Cover with

Once a

Momentum year

Additional points are obtained the longer a user holds the policy. From the table above, a user
receives an additional 10 points for each year the cover is held.

4.6 Summary of point structure
If a user complies with all of the behaviours in the health, safety and financial sections, the
points obtained will result in gold status. Therefore, it is impossible to move to private or
platinum without taking out an additional policy with momentum. The more years that an
individual has these policies, the less needs to be done in other categories. Points are not given
for items bought or for the location at which the individual shopped.
In this dissertation, the structure of the incentive scheme presented is assumed to be static from
year-to-year. If this was not the case the problem would be dynamic in nature.

4.7 User Interface
To provide a behaviour recommender system which best aids the user, an analysis of the
required user actions and interfaces with dashboards is done. This analysis dictated where the
behaviour recommender system would be best suited in order to provide maximum impact.
With the current system, users track their progress using various dashboards. These dashboards
show user statistics and point totals. The dashboards also show the number of points needed to
go to the next level. These dashboards are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: MIP user dashboards.
Each dashboard shows the points earned in that sector, along with points that can still be
obtained per sector. This system gives the user transparency with regards to their points and
the contributors thereof. However, a drawback of this system is that it does not provide
recommendations on actions which need to be implemented to move to the next category. For
this, a behaviour recommender system is best suited.

4.8 Summary
This chapter explores the current point system employed within the MIP. The point
contributing actions are investigated for each section, along with the critical analysis of the
program. The user interface is also explored to find the method users interact with the MIP.
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Chapter 5
5. Solution methodology
This chapter outlines the methodology, experiments and investigations into the development
of a behaviour classifier which is implemented in the behaviour recommender. The available
dataset is explored and pre-processed. The developed behaviour recommender is split into two
phases: the first being the behaviour classification phase and then the recommendation phase.
The classification phase aims to train a model to successfully identify the behaviours which
most contribute to users being placed into a specific group and to develop a classifier which
can be used for validation of the recommendation algorithm. This chapter discusses the solution
architecture and data exploration in sections 5, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Thereafter, the chapter
elaborates on the pre-processing steps in section 5.4. Finally, the classifier development and
results are shown in section 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.

5.1 Solution Architecture
This section provides a high-level architecture of the steps taken to develop a behaviour
recommender system. The architecture is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Flowchart showing the steps followed in order to develop a behaviour
recommender system for the MIP.
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Data exploration is done to identify the range, missing data and types of data within the dataset.
Thereafter, the data is pre-processed. This step prepares the data for the classification model.
Text fields are labelled, data is reduced and then aggregated. Once aggregated, the complete
dataset is balanced and evaluated to ensure that the data is in the required form. The classifier
is trained on this data and evaluated to ensure that a satisfactory performance is achieved.
Following the evaluation of the classifier, the prominent features are selected and extracted
from the dataset. The selected features form the new dataset which is provided as input to the
behaviour recommender system. Once the features have been extracted, the data is input into
an additional pre-processing phase. This phase processes the features into the required form for
the recommender algorithm. After that, the recommender system is developed and evaluated.
It should be noted that this architecture forms the basis of this chapter and chapter 6. Each step
of the flowchart shown in Figure 17 is elaborated upon in the following subsections.

5.2 Data exploration
Multiply, in collaboration with Momentum, provided the data for this dissertation. The data
was provided in nine different comma separated value type tables. These tables contained
anonymised personal information, membership information, and health, transactional, product
and driving data. The details of these datasets are provided in Table 7.
Table 7: Provided data characteristics
Table
focus
1_Personal_Data
Personal
2_Membership_Information
MIP
3_Healthy_Heart
Health
4_Activity_Information
Exercise
5_Partner_Data
Cinema
5_Partner_Data_CarRental
Car rental
5_Partner_Data_Netsense
Shopping
5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping Shopping
5_Partner_Data_Dischem
Shopping
5_Partner_Data_P&P
Shopping
6_Product_Reward
Shopping
7_DrivingData
Driving
8_Engagement_Data
MIP
Table

Size (MB) Rows

Columns

76.245
231.712
268.010
1797.358
33.173
7.360
0.874
0.789
2421.454
203.621
54.468
139.184
161.493

7
6
5
6
7
11
5
4
13
6
4
22
5
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The datasets are shown to be of varying size and features. Each dataset describes the different
behaviours of users within the MIP. An analysis of these data tables is given in Appendix A. It
should be noted that the tables are linked using the clientNo and policyFull columns. The
clientNo column contains the client number data of each respective client while the policyFull
column contains the policy information of the respective policies. It was found that multiple
clients could be on the same policy, as well as multiple policies could be held by a single client.
In the exploration phase, the data was explored in order to gain an understanding of the types
of data present, the size of the respective datasets and the absence of data within respective
rows. A description of the data contained in the datasets given in Table 8.
Table 8: Dataset descriptions.
Table

Category

1_Personal_Data

Personal

2_Membership_Information

Policy

3_Healthy_Heart

Health

4_Activity_Information

Health

5_Partner_Data_Netsense
Transactional
5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping Transactional
5_Partner_Data_Dischem
Transactional
5_Partner_Data_P&P

Transactional

6_Product_Reward

Transactional

7_DrivingData
8_Engagement_Data
5_Partner_Data

Safety
Policy
Transactional

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

Transactional

Description
Member detail account, age, gender,
address and policy description
Details on the member status and
points
Heart score of member and period
Details on active information, e.g.
workout and gym visits
Description of beauty treatment
Description of the item bought online
Basket data on individual
Points and amount spent at PnP and
the location of the transaction
Details on total spend at momentum
and partners
Details on driving trip and behaviour
Date and method of engagement
Details on cinema visits
Details on location and trip of car
rentals

The dataset was split into five categories, namely: personal, policy, health, transactional and
safety information. Users are placed into the different incentive tiers based on their recorded
behaviour with respect to these datasets.

5.3 Exploration of datasets
A Jupyter notebook in conjunction with the pandas and numpy libraries were used for the
exploration of the dataset. The aim of the exploration phase was to explore the respective tables
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for missing values, duplicates within the datasets and data types. An understanding of how the
tables linked together was also investigated. It should be noted that each dataset was evaluated
independently. The exploration of one dataset is provided in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Dataset exploration output.
The respective tables contained associative entity columns, clientNo and policyFull, which
linked all tables together. These columns were investigated for duplications. Figure 18 shows
the details of a duplicate’s investigation in the policyFull description section, where false
indicated unique values and true indicates duplicates. As can be seen in Figure 18 the dataset
was found to have a large number of duplications. These duplicates indicated that the data
within the tables were transactional. This transactional data was reduced to show all
transactions of a unique client on a single row. The details of this are shown in section 5.4.2.
The description of nulls in Figure 18 investigated the missing values within the respective
tables to get an insight into the sparsity of the dataset. Rows with missing values in either the
policyFull or clientNo columns were removed because these rows were not linkable to the rest
of the datasets.
During the exploration phase, a subset of the columns was found to be in a string or date format;
these fields are elaborated on in Appendix A. It was found that several columns of string type
contained

datasets

of

a

large

variation.

These

columns

were

the

ItemDD,

MultiplyActiveDayEventDesc, PickUpPoint, DropPoint, ItemDDMovieTitleDD and the
various date columns. Columns with a large variation of items posed a problem, in that they
created highly sparse aggregated datasets. Therefore, these columns were processed to reduce
the variation contained in the tables. This process is described in section 5.4.1.
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5.4 Pre-processing data
This section describes the steps taken in the pre-processing phase. The objective of this phase
is to process the data and model the data into a form which enables the training of a decision
forest classifier, which is discussed in more detail in section 5.5.4. The data model requirement
of the decision forest classifier was for all tables to be aggregated into a single dataset. The
pre-processing phase was implemented with the aim of reducing high variant text columns to
produce richer data, reducing transactional type data tables to allow for the conservation of
information, while ensuring efficient aggregation of the respective tables.

5.4.1 Text processing
Dis-Chem basket data
As mentioned in the exploration phase, the ItemDD column within the Dis-Chem dataset
contained all product item names sold from the various Dis-Chem Stores. It was observed that
a high variation of items was present in the ItemDD column. To ensure that a rich dataset was
used for the analysis, the patterns in the ItemDD column were labelled into respective
categories based on the item type. No reference dataset was provided for the categorisation of
this data. Therefore, data within this column is categorised by manually labelling the data
within the dataset. Labelling of the dataset is done using the visualisation tool in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: ItemDD manual labelling tool.
The visualisation tool, which was developed in Microsoft Power Bi consisted of a histogram,
word cloud, table view and count indicators. The histogram showed the distribution and
frequency of each item within the dataset. While the word cloud showed high-frequency words
contained in all the items in the dataset. The word cloud, therefore, allowed for an intuitive
view into all the individual words within the entire dataset in a single view. The table in Figure
19 was used to obtain the specific item name of the chosen words in the respective column.
The ItemDD column was labelled by selecting keywords of high-frequency items within the
dataset and placing these items into categories. For example, items containing the word
‘cosmetic’ was placed in the cosmetic category. This method is repeated until all of the items
are categorized. The resultant categories are:
•

Water

•

Food

•

Cosmetics

•

Detergent

•

Medical equipment

•

Miscellaneous

•

Medication

The resultant distribution of the defined categories is shown in Figure 20.
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Count of ItemDD
1

0,91M

0,9

0,8M

Items (Millions)

0,8
0,7
0,59M

0,6
0,5

0,37M

0,4

0,35M

0,3
0,2
0,1

0,05M

0,04M

Water

Medical
equipment

0
Detergent

Medication

Food

Cosmetic

Miscellaneous

Categories

Figure 20: ItemDD labelled distribution.
Figure 20 shows that the most common item is detergent, followed by medication, food and
cosmetics. The variation within the ItemDD column is, therefore, reduced to seven categories.

Rental Data
Another dataset which requires text processing is the rental dataset. This dataset contained
information on locations of drop-off and pick-up of rental cars. The rental dataset contained a
large variety of locations within South Africa. The same visualisation tool shown in Figure 19
is used for the rental data. This visualisation can be seen in Figure 21. It was found that most
cars were hired from airports, however, several other rental branches across the respective
provinces were used. All rental locations were categorised according to the respective province
of the location in order to reduce data variation.
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Count of rental location

Rental location wordcloud

Rental table

Figure 21. Rental manual labelling tool.

Active data
The active dataset contains information on active activities which were recorded by users. This
dataset was more straightforward to categorise because it contained only 28 variations. The
categorisation was done by manually assigning activities to the different groups. The groups
are labelled as follows:
•

Step

•

Gym activity

•

Calorie activity

•

Sport

•

Cycling

This categorisation aims to group activities. Therefore, walking and running is categorised as
step activities, while all field and court sports activities are labelled as a sport.
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Movie name
The movie name column within the NuMetro dataset is categorised differently to that of the
others as the open-source reference dataset was available for use. Each movie title was removed
and replaced with the genre of the movie to reduce the variation within the dataset. In the
exploration phase, it was seen that the genre of the respective movies was not supplied.
Therefore, the open-sourced movielens review dataset was used as the dataset contained the
genre and title of most movies in the dataset (Maxwell et al., 2015). Therefore, the genres of
the movies defined in the movielens dataset were aggregated with the movies in the NuMetro
dataset. A ‘no information’ label was given to movies not found in the movielens dataset.

Date columns
Twelve of the thirteen datasets provided contain dates of transactions of users. For this
application, dates are used to split the data into transactions of users per year. A year resolution
is chosen because categories are calculated on an annual basis. The exploration into this
resolution is further elaborated upon in section 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Dataset reduction
The data provided was for three years, namely the years 2016 to 2018. Duplicates within the
dataset cause a challenge for aggregation, because as the data size would grow exponentially
in the event of a many-to-many relationship between the primary and foreign keys within the
datasets. The data within the respective datasets are of a transactional type. Therefore, a large
number of duplicates of the foreign and primary keys are present. The objective of this phase
was to reduce the transactions of respective users to a single row without losing information.
The dataset reduction was made by splitting the dataset into years of interest. Data were sorted
based on the year of each respective transaction. The pandas library groupby function was used
to join all the transactions of a client or policyholder into a single array in each row. The values
within each row are converted to a dictionary showing the count of each transaction. This
process is illustrated in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Visualisation of the reduction algorithm.

5.4.3 Dataset aggregation
The aggregation phase aims to aggregate all datasets into a single dataset. Each year's dataset
can be seen in Table 9.
Table 9: Table showing the aggregated datasets for the respective years
Year
2016

2017

2018

Client

Observation

Observation 1

observation 2

1

{run:2, soccer:1}

{Green:3, Amber: 2}

{gold: 1}

2

{hockey:1, gym:8}

{Green:5}

{silver: 1}

3

{swim:1}

{Amber:3, red: 1}

{private: 1}

1

{run:2, swim:1}

{Green:2, Amber: 2}

{gold: 1}

2

{soccer:1, walk:4}

{Amber: 1}

{silver: 1}

3

{swim:1, gym:3}

{Green:1, Red: 2}

{private: 1}

1

{run:2, soccer:1}

{Red: 2}

{gold: 1}

2

{hockey:1, walk:4}

{Green:4, Amber: 2}

{silver: 1}

3

{hike:5}

{Amber: 2}

{private: 1}

Rows within the respective datasets were split into the different years ranging from 2016 to
2018 using the transactional date stamps. As mentioned, these datasets were aggregated to the
personal_information table using a many-to-one relationship using the clientNo and policyFull
associative entity columns present in the tables.
Once successfully joined, the datasets were appended to create one dataset. Within the
Membership_information dataset, the MultiplyMemberStatusDesc indicates the category of
the user. All members within the program were placed into a category on entering the MIP. In
the event of a user not being assigned a tier for the respective year, the implication is that the
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user was not a member in that year. Therefore, rows with missing values within the
MultiplyMemberStatusDesc column was removed. The resultant dataset consisted of 65
columns and 136535 rows.
The next step was to expand the reduced dictionaries into respective columns. The expansion
into the respective columns was to ensure that all transactions made by users are represented.
The expansion process is represented in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Column expansion process.
Each dictionary observation in the respective rows was expanded, and each unique key in the
respective dictionaries was converted to a column. The value of this key was input in the row
for each client. A nan value was given to clients who had no observations in respective
columns. For example, in Figure 23 client three had an observation of one for the swim key,
therefore, on aggregation, the swim key is converted to a column and a value of one is input in
client three’s row. It follows that a nan value is an input in all other columns as these activities
were not initially observed.
The advantages of this process were that it preserves the transactional nature of the data within
the dataset, converts the entire dataset into a single numeric datatype, and reduces the size of
the dataset file. This conversion also creates a common criterion for comparison between
clients as all clients and actions are present. However, expansion of the columns is not without
its drawbacks. Splitting of the columns creates a highly sparse dataset. Therefore, the input 65
columns are expanded to 483 columns.

5.4.4 Dataset balancing
On completion of the aggregation phase, the MultiplyMemberStatusDesc (target variable)
column was evaluated to identify the distribution of the client categories. This exploration was
done to ensure that classes used in the classification are equally represented as to reduce bias
within the behaviour classifier. Figure 24 illustrates the distribution of the target variable after
the aggregation phase.
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Figure 24: Initial distribution of the aggregated target variable, i.e. MIP categories.
Figure 24 shows that there was a substantial imbalance in the resultant dataset. This imbalance
shows approximately 51000 members currently in the Bronze and Silver category, while gold,
platinum and private only contained 13000, 12000, and 9000, respectively. This distribution
was plausible as members who join the program are by default placed into the Bronze category.
Moving up through the categories requires more effort and engagement from users. Therefore,
it is understandable that there are substantially fewer individuals in higher categories.
In order to remove bias from the classification model, the dataset was balanced. Balancing of
the dataset was implemented using the SMOTE+TOMEK algorithm (Lemaıtre et al., 2017).
This algorithm makes use of both under and oversampling techniques as discussed in section
3.1.3. The algorithm was implemented using the python imbalance-learn library in conjunction
with the encoding library. The balancing algorithm requires all features to be represented
numerically as the SMOTE+TOMEK method computes the distance between the respective
data points as specified in section 3.1.3. Hence the Python Encoding library was used to encode
the identification columns (policyFull or ClientNo) and all non-numeric columns (Lemaıtre et
al., 2017). Figure 25 illustrates the distribution of the target variable after the balancing
algorithm. It is observed that there is variation within the balance of the classes. However, all
classes are within 20% of each other. The resultant dataset contains 227 738 rows and 483
columns.
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Balanced distribution of multiply categories
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Figure 25: Results of the SMOTE+TOMEK algorithm used to balance the dataset
successfully.

5.5 Classification
On completion of the pre-processing, the dataset was provided as input into the classification
phase. In this phase, a classification model was constructed with the aim of successfully
classifying individuals into a respective incentive category. The status of each user was
provided as the target feature in the dataset. Therefore, a supervised learning classification
model is developed. This section elaborates on the steps taken to train and evaluate the model.

5.5.1 Development environment
The training phase is implemented using the Azure machine learning studio (AMLS) (Astala
et al., 2018). This environment was chosen as it allowed for flexible experimentation, which
incorporated a drag and drop interface. The environment also allowed for quick tuning of model
parameters. Figure 26 shows the AMLS interface.
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Figure 26: Azure machine learning studio which was used for the experimentation and
development of the behaviour classifier model.
The environment represents each phase in the training and pre-processing process as a selfcontained block. The environment enables the aggregation and the tuning of model parameters
and objectives of the respective blocks.

5.5.2 Experimental setup
The objective of the classifier is to classify users into the various categories based on their
observed behaviour within the MIP. Figure 27 provides an overview of the experimental setup.
Feature

Model

Model

Generalisation

selection

Selection

performance

experiment

Model selection

experiment

Figure 27: Classifier development process
First, the various feature selection algorithms are implemented on the dataset. In this phase, all
features which are found to be significant to the model is selected. The classifier type is then
chosen and tuned in order to obtain the optimum control parameters for the classification
model. The classifier is then evaluated for accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. The
classifier is then provided as input to a ten-fold cross-validation experiment in order to assess
the generalisation of the model.
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5.5.3 Feature selection
The feature selection phase aims to identify the most prominent features within the dataset. The
following feature selection methods were evaluated:
•

Fisher score

•

Pearson correlation

•

Kendall correlation

•

Spearman correlation

•

Mutual information

•

Chi-Squared

These feature selection methods were evaluated as they preserve the dataset and features. These
methods also allowed for each feature selection method to be scored and therefore, enabling a
comparison to be made between these feature selection methods. Each feature selection method
was implemented on the dataset, and each feature selection method scores was plotted on a
graph. The optimum number of features of each feature selection method was approximated by
selecting the elbow of the respective feature selection graph where the score tended to zero.
This section expands on the various feature selection methods used in the development of the
personalised recommender.

Fisher score
The main idea behind the Fisher score is to identify a subset of features where the distance
between data points within the same class are minimised, while the distance between data
points of different classes are maximised (Gu et al., 2012). The Fisher score is calculated as
follows:
𝐹(𝑍) = 𝑡𝑟{(𝑆̃𝑏 )(𝑆̃𝑡 + 𝛾𝐼)−1 }

(12)

Where 𝛾 is the positive regularization parameter, 𝐼 is the identity matrix and 𝑆̃𝑏 is the between
class matrix, defined as:
𝑛

𝑆̃𝑏 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖 (𝜇̃𝑖 − 𝜇̃)(𝜇̃𝑖 − 𝜇̃)𝑇

(13)

𝑖=1

Where 𝑛𝑖 is the size of the ith class and 𝜇̃𝑖 is the mean vector. 𝜇̃ is defined as the overall mean
vector of the reduced dataset, defined as:
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𝑛

𝜇̃ = ∑

(𝜇̃𝑖 )ni

(15)

𝑖=1

𝑆̃𝑡 is the total scatter matrix which is defined as follows:
𝑛

𝑆̃𝑡 = ∑(𝑧𝑗 − 𝜇̃)(𝑧𝑗 − 𝜇̃)𝑇

(16)

𝑗=1

The Fisher score equation is computed independently for each feature within the dataset and
assigns each feature a Fisher score (Gu et al., 2012). The features with the highest-ranking
fisher scores were selected, while the features with low scores were dropped from the dataset.
As mentioned, features are selected by selecting the elbow point of the graph, where the graph
flattens to near zero as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Fisher scores of the features in the aggregated dataset.
From the graph, the Fisher score indicates that the optimum number of features within the
dataset was 36.

Pearson correlation
The Pearson correlation is a standard measure of association between continuous variables.
The Pearson correlation was defined as the ratio of the covariance of two variables to the
product of their respective standard deviations (Astala et al., 2018; Lani, 2018). The Pearson
correlation is given by:
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𝑟=

∑𝑛𝑖=1((𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅))

(17)

√∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2

Where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are feature vectors in the dataset and 𝑥̅ and 𝑦̅ are the mean vectors, defined as:
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖
𝑛

(18)

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖
𝑦̅ =
𝑛

(19)

𝑥̅ =

Where 𝑛 is the number of samples in the feature space. In the Pearson correlation feature
selection method, the correlation for each feature is calculated (Shong, 2010). These scores are
graphed and ordered in descending order and plotted in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Results of Pearson correlation measure.
The elbow of the plot was manually selected to approximate the most optimum number of
features. According to the graph in Figure 29, 83 features were found to be relevant using the
Pearson correlation method.

Spearman correlation
Spearman correlation is a rank-based version of the Pearson correlation method (Lani, 2018).
The Spearman correlation aims to measure the degree of association between two variables.
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This measure is designed to operate with data of ordinal type (Lani, 2018). The Spearman
correlation coefficient is calculated as follows:

𝑟𝑠 =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅))
∑𝑛𝑖=1 ((𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥𝑖 ) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥))(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦𝑖 ) − 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦)
2

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅)
√∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥𝑖 ) − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥)) ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦𝑖 ) − 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦)

(20)
2

Where 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥𝑖 ) and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦𝑖 ) are the ranks of the observations in the dataset (Shong, 2010).
The absolute value of the Spearman correlation coefficient describes the strength of the
monotonic relationship. The closer the coefficient is to 0, the weaker the monotonic
relationship between the two variables. In addition, Spearman correlation coefficients can have
a value of 1 for a linearly related variable and some type of monotonic relationship (Lani,
2018). The Spearman correlation feature selection method generates a correlation score for
each feature within the dataset. These correlations scores were then graphed and using the same
method as in the Pearson correlation section, the optimum number of features are selected. This
graph is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Results of Spearman correlation measure.
According to the graph, 78 features were found to be relevant within the dataset.

Kendall correlation
The Kendall correlation is similar to the Spearman correlation in that the objective of the
Kendall correlation is to identify the association between two ordinal variables (Lani, 2018).
The Kendall correlation can be expressed by:
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𝜏=

∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 )𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 )

(21)

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)

1 𝑖𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) > 0
(22)

𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) = { 0 𝑖𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) = 0
−1 𝑖𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) < 0

1 𝑖𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ) > 0
(23)

𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ) = { 0 𝑖𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ) = 0
−1 𝑖𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ) < 0

Where the coefficient quantifies the discrepancy between the number of concordant and
discordant pairs. 𝜏 represents the strength of the monotonic relationship of the two variables
(Shong, 2010). As was done previously, all correlations were ordered and graphed. The
optimum number of features were approximated when the correlation scores were seen to be
near zero. The Kendall correlation for the dataset can be seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Results of the Kendall correlation algorithm.
According to the graph, 86 features are approximated to be statistically relevant.
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Mutual Information
Mutual Information operates by measuring the contribution of one variable to another.
Therefore, if the Mutual Information is zero, then it can be said that the two variables are
statistically independent and one variable can be removed (Vergara et al., 2014). Mutual
Information is given by the following:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑀𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝑥(𝑖), 𝑦(𝑗)) . log(
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑃(𝑥(𝑖), 𝑦(𝑗))
𝑃(𝑥(𝑖)). 𝑃(𝑦(𝑗))

(24)

)

Where 𝑃(𝑥(𝑖)) and 𝑃(𝑦(𝑗)) are the marginal distributions of the random variables 𝑥(𝑖) and
𝑦(𝑗) (Mitra et al., 2009). Each respective feature is given a mutual information score between
1 and 0. The features which score close to 0 on the elbow of the graph was removed from the
experiment. According to the graph, 58 features were found to be statistically significant. The
feature scores are shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Mutual Information feature selection scores.

Chi-Squared
The Chi-squared measure aims to investigate the dependence and independence of the target
and feature columns. The Chi-squared equation is defined as follows:
𝑟

𝑛

(𝑂𝑖𝑗 − 𝐸𝑖𝑗 )
𝑋 = ∑∑
𝐸𝑖𝑗

2

2

𝑖=1 𝑗=1
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where 𝑂𝑖𝑗 is the observed frequency and 𝐸𝑖𝑗 is the expected theoretical frequency (Bidgoli et
al., 2012). The numerator magnifies the difference, while the result is weighted with the sum
of the expected values. Therefore, the larger the Chi-squared value, the more dependent the
variables and therefore, the more relevant to the model (Manning et al, 2008). Therefore, a
Chi-Squared value of zero represents an independent feature and the feature can be removed
from the dataset. The Chi-squared feature selection method, therefore, gives each feature in the
dataset a dependency score. According to the graph in Figure 33, it is shown that 62 variables
were found to be dependent.
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Figure 33: Chi-Squared feature selection dataset scores.
Table 10 summarises the number of features which was found by the different feature selection
methods to contribute to the model. Each method was seen to produce a different number of
contributing features. In addition to the number of features, the features found was not the same
across the respective feature selection methods. Therefore, to find the best feature set within
the classifier, each dataset produced from the respective feature selection method is used in the
classifier selection experiment.
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Table 10: Optimal number of features per feature selection method
Feature selection method

Number of features

Fisher score

36

Pearson correlation

83

Kendall correlation

86

Spearman correlation

78

Mutual information

58

Chi-Squared

62

5.5.4 Classifier selection
The machine learning problem is a supervised classification problem. For this type of problem,
the Azure Multiclass Decision Forest (MDF) machine learning method was used (Astala et al.,
2018).
An MDF is an ensemble method meaning that a set of classifiers are constructed with subsets
of the feature dataset, and a voting system is implemented to obtain the final prediction
(Dietterich, 2007). A tree-based classifier was also seen to work well in Dharia et al. (Dharia
et al., 2018) for behaviour classification and is, therefore, a good starting point for the
classification investigation. However, the MDF has a trade-off between bias, variance and
computation time of the algorithm. The MDF is not limited to a number of trees in the forest,
and therefore, multiple trees can be added to the method. However, adding a vast number of
trees has diminishing returns and increases computation. In addition, the stricter splitting of
nodes in the MDF makes the tree more biased, however, reduces the correlation between trees.
Therefore, parameter changes affect the performance of the MDF (Kravitz, 2018).
To ensure that the most optimum performance of the MDF is achieved, the tuning of parameters
of the algorithm was implemented. These parameters are:
•

The number of decision trees.

•

Maximum depth of decision trees.

•

The number of random splits per node.
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•

The minimum number of samples per leaf node.

The minimum number of samples per leaf node refers to the minimum number of training
samples required to generate a leaf node. The Number of random splits per node referred to the
number of splits generated per node, and as the name suggests, the maximum depth of the
decision tree referred to the depth of any decision tree. The number of decision trees referred
to the number of decision trees used in the classification of the model (Astala et al., 2018).
By varying these tuning parameters, the MDF module was optimised to produce a model which
produced the best accuracy. Therefore, to identify the most optimum configuration the Tune
Model Hyper-parameters (TMH) module was used. The TMH module tuned the MDF by
sweeping through all the permutations of the parameters and selecting the configurations which
resulted in the highest accuracy. The TMH experiment is shown in Figure 34.
Input dataset

Feature filtering method

Split input dataset

Training set

Test set

Hypertuned MDF
model parameters

Score model

Evaluate model
Figure 34: Individual experimental setup.
The TMH experiment is implemented on the output of each feature selection dataset. In
addition, the entire dataset with all features was also evaluated to obtain a baseline
performance. It should be noted that the dataset is split using an 80:20 ratio, where the model
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was trained on 80% of the dataset and tested on the remaining 20%. The experiment setup is
shown in Figure 35.
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Chi-Squared
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parameters experiment
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performing parameter
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Hypertuning
Baseline

parameters experiment

Observe best
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Figure 35: Hypertuning experimental setup.
The output of the TMH experiment is found in Table 11. The TMH experiment produced five
models for each feature selection method, each with different model parameter configurations.
The same parameter set was found across all the respective feature selection methods. These
produced models form the basis of the model performance experiment where each model is
trained on the respective feature selection dataset.
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Table 11: Hypertuned model parameters
Hypertuned
model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

Minimum number
of samples per
leaf node
5
11
1
8
9

Number of
random splits
per node
1012
539
390
868
83

Maximum
depth of the
decision trees
41
59
22
63
12

Number of
decision trees
24
22
30
2
15

5.5.5 Model performance experiment
The configuration of the parameters found in Table 11 identifies model configurations which
produces the highest accuracy. However, to identify the best performing model, additional
metrics needed to be evaluated. These performance metrics were precision, recall and F1-score.
These metrics were evaluated to ensure that the complete performance of the respective models
was evaluated. A model was trained with each of the parameter configurations shown in Table
11. These configurations were imposed on each feature selection method and baseline dataset.
The experimental setup for each feature selection method is shown in Figure 36.
Input dataset

Feature filtering

Split input dataset

Training set

Test set

Train MDF model
parameters

Score model

Evaluate model
Figure 36: Classifier training configuration for one feature selection method.
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The experimental setup was expanded to each dataset from the respective feature selection
methods. The complete classifier training configuration is represented in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Complete feature selection classifier experiment for all model parameter
configurations.
This configuration computes all the parameters found in the hypertuning experiment shown in
Table 11. The experiment in Figure 37 was done to ensure that all metrics are evaluated for
each feature selection dataset. In addition to these feature selection methods, the entire dataset
is input into the experiment to create a baseline performance of the respective models for
evaluation.

5.5.6 Generalisation Experiment
Once the best performing model was selected, the selected model is then tested using a crossvalidation model. Cross-validation was done in order to obtain an insight into how well the
classifier generalises on unseen data. The generalisation experimental setup is shown in Figure
38.
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Input dataset

Feature filtering method

Cross validation of
MDF

Score model

Evaluate model
Figure 38: Cross-validation experiment.
The experiment splits the dataset into ten folds. Each fold is evaluated with regard to precision,
log loss and recall. These metrics were implemented in each class in the dataset.
On completion of the classifier experiment, the best performing model and the dataset were
selected for further use in the recommender system.

5.6 Classification results
The results from the classification experiment are discussed in this section. The complete
results table is seen in the C.1 Classifier training results in Appendix C. The results from each
classification model and feature selection method were analysed in isolation, and the best
performing configuration was chosen. Each model was evaluated for accuracy, precision, recall
and F1-Score. The classification results summary of the best performing MDF is shown in
Table 12.
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Table 12: Summary of classification results
Filter
algorithm

Pearson
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Spearman
Correlation
Chi Squared
Fisher
Evaluation
Mutual
information
Baseline

Number
of
features

Tuning parameters

Performance metrics

Minimum
number of
samples
per leaf
node

Number
of
random
splits per
node

Maximum
depth of
the
decision
trees

Number
of
decision
trees

Average
accuracy

Average
precision

Average
recall

F- score

83

1

390

22

30

0.7755

0.7755

0.7755

0.7755

86

1

390

22

30

0.7554

0.7554

0.7554

0.7554

78

1

390

22

30

0.7556

0.7556

0.7556

0.7556

62

5

1012

41

24

0.7744

0.7744

0.7744

0.7744

36

1

390

22

30

0.7642

0.7642

0.7642

0.7642

58

5

1012

41

24

0.7758

0.7758

0.7758

0.7758

469

5

1012

41

24

0.7888

0.7888

0.7888

0.7888

The baseline dataset contained the entire dataset and produced a performance of 78% across
the respective metrics. The Mutual Information produced a result closest to the baseline with
an overall score of 77.58% and 58 features using a model 1 parameter configuration. Therefore,
the Mutual Information feature selection method and model 1 parameter configuration were
chosen and evaluated in the generalisation experiment. Model 1 parameter configuration was
chosen as this model performed the best in comparison to the other configurations in the
experiment. It was noted that the baseline produced a better performing classifier. However,
the Mutual Information dataset produced a similar result with 12.37% of the dataset. This
reduction in the size of the dataset resulted in a computationally less expensive classifier and
personalised recommender system. The confusion matrix for the Mutual Information model is
shown in Figure 39.
Predicted Class
Actual

Class

0

1

2

3

4

Class

0

81.2%

16.3%

1.5%

0.4%

0.5%

1

17.9%

71.8%

6.1%

1.5%

2.7%

2

1.9%

8.2%

74.1%

4.3%

11.4%

3

0.2%

1.9%

6.3%

81.3%

10.3%

4

0.8%

3.2%

13.3%

8.7%

74.0%

Figure 39: Mutual Information confusion matrix.
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The confusion matrix shows the performance of the Mutual Information classification model
for predicting each class. The Mutual Information classifier performed well in predicting class
zero and three. The Mutual Information classifier does not perform as well on predicting class
one. As mentioned, the Mutual Information classification model was input into a 10-fold crossvalidation experiment to determine how well the chosen algorithm generalises on new data.
The entire experiment can be seen in Appendix C. The summary showing the mean of the
results of the generalisation experiment is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Cross-validation model results

Class 0

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Metric
Average log
loss
Precision
Recall
Average log
loss
Precision
Recall
Average log
loss
Precision
Recall
Average log
loss
Precision
Recall
Average log
loss
Precision
Recall

Mean

Standard
deviation

0,498

0,015

0,801
0,830

0,009
0,005

0,797

0,012

0,703
0,691

0,006
0,009

0,799

0,015

0,768
0,738

0,004
0,009

0,464

0,009

0,848
0,908

0,004
0,005

0,658

0,012

0,841
0,800

0,009
0,007

For each class the log loss, precision and recall were evaluated. The log loss for class zero,
three and four were the lowest. These values were seen to be 0.498, 0.4643 and 0.658,
respectively. These results indicated adequate performance. However, class one and two had a
log loss of 0.797 and 0.799, respectively. This result indicated poor performance amongst these
respective classes.
The precision for class three was the highest at 0.848, followed by class four and zero with a
mean value of 0.841 and 0.81, respectively. The performance for class one and two was
consistent with the log loss metric as the precision was seen to have a poorer performance of
0.703 and 0.768, respectively. The recall for classes three, zero, four were seen to be the highest
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with a performance value of 0.908, 0.830 and 0.800, respectively. Class two and three were
again found to have a poorer performance of 0.691 and 0.738, respectively.
The Mutual Information model was seen to have consistent performance across the respective
classes with a relatively low standard deviation, with the highest deviation being 0.015.
Therefore, the performance metrics were said to be consistent across folds.

5.7 Summary of chapter
This chapter explores the various datasets and pre-processed steps which were implemented in
order to obtain a single balanced aggregated dataset. The various feature selection methods
were then implemented to identify the most prominent features within the dataset. Thereafter,
the process for the development of an MDF classifier was defined, and the classifier results
were shown and explored.
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Chapter 6
6. Recommender system development
This chapter focuses on the development of the behaviour recommender system. All the steps
implemented within the development of the behaviour recommendation system is explored in
section 6 and 6.2. Section 6.3 focuses on the results obtained from the recommender system
experiment. In this section, the mean and median-based recommender systems are evaluated,
respectively. This evaluation is done to identify the best performing recommender. Thereafter,
in section 6.4. the results are discussed, and the performance is evaluated.

6.1 Collaborative filtering
Collaborative filtering was used as the basis for the behaviour recommendation system which
was implemented within the MIP. This method allowed users within a specific category group
to find similar users within the same or higher category. This method does have a cold start
problem. However, behaviour recommendations are made with current data from the respective
target user, therefore reducing the need for historical data. An advantage of this method was
that computation was limited because the MIP had limited recorded behaviours. These recorded
behaviours were further reduced in the feature selection phase. This reduction reduced the
sparsity problem which plagues collaborative filtering type recommenders. A disadvantage of
this method was that recommendations are based mainly on similar users found in the dataset.
For example, users within the same or lower status group could be identified as being the most
similar. If these users were used as the basis for the recommendation, the recommended action
would result in users descending or not moving within the MIP. Therefore, care was taken to
ensure only similar users who are found to be in a higher category were used as the basis for
behaviour recommendation.

6.2 Overall recommendation process
The overall personal recommendation process can be seen in Figure 40.

Input dataset

Pre-processing

Similar user

User

identification

recommendation

Figure 40: Recommendation process
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The personal recommender process inputs the Mutual Information dataset which was found in
the feature selection phase. The dataset was then pre-processed to transform the data into the
form needed for the behaviour recommendation algorithm. Thereafter, an algorithm was
developed to find similar users in the dataset. This dataset was then input into the
recommendation engine where a recommendation was made based on the status of the user and
the similarity neighbourhood. The recommender performance was then evaluated to explore
the performance of the developed recommender.

6.2.1 Input dataset
The input dataset was found in the feature selection and classification phase. This dataset can
be seen in Appendix B. The characteristics of the dataset can be seen in Table 14.
Table 14: Input Dataset Details
Metric

Details

Columns

59

Rows

231 980

Size

76.653 KB

From Table 14, it was seen that the dataset had been reduced from 483 to 59 features. These
features were analysed in order to identify point contributor and non-point contributor features.
The labelled columns are shown in Appendix B. The analysis of this dataset is shown in Table
15 and Table 16.
Table 15: Nonpoint-contributor summary
Nonpointcontributor dataset
Communication
Date
Entertainment
Location
Personal
Policy
Shopping

Total
4
3
2
5
2
1
17

Table 15 shows the details of the nonpoint-contributor features within the filtered dataset.
Features containing shopping information were the most common in this dataset. This finding
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was plausible as seven of the 13 datasets contained shopping information. Although these
columns did not contribute to the points of the user, it did contribute to identifying similar users
within the dataset. The point contributor dataset summary can be seen in Table 16.
Table 16: Point-contributor summary
Point contributor
dataset
Health
MIP points
Policy
Safety
Status

Total
10
1
8
5
1

From Table 16, the health type features appear most frequently within the features. This result
was followed closely by policy features. Policy features was classified as additional policies
taken by users. This result was plausible as it corresponded to the analysis of the MIP in Chapter
4.

6.2.2 Pre-processing
During the balancing of the dataset, invalid values are introduced within the ClientNo and
PolicyFull columns. These values were introduced because of the nature of the
SMOTE+TOMEK algorithm, where synthetic values did not correspond to a valid entry in the
decoding phase. During the classification phase, this was not an issue as these columns were
excluded from the analysis. However, during the recommendation phase, it was imperative that
identifier columns be valid. Therefore, nulls within the ClientNo and PolicyFull columns are
inspected, and rows with missing values were removed. Following the removal of missing
value, all data types within the respective columns were inspected. This inspection was done
to ensure all columns are of a numeric type. All non-numeric columns were encoded into
numeric values using the sci-kit-learn encoding library. Encoded columns are shown below:
•

ClientNo

•

PolicyFull

•

ResAddress3

All encoded values were decoded on completion of the recommendation. The dataset was then
converted to a user-item matrix.
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6.2.3 Recommendation algorithm
This section explores the steps within the recommendation algorithm. The details of the
algorithm can be seen in Figure 41.
Input active
Calculate average of

user

neighbourhood of
column of interest

Input
Neighbourhood

Compare user column
and average

Inspect columns

neighbourhood column
value

Replace column
Is the column

Yes

Is the user

a point

column <

contributor?

average?

No

Yes

value with
neighbourhood
average

No

Save columns
Is the user
Remove

column >=

columns from

average?

Yes

Keep user
column the
same

user and
neighbourhood
datasets

No
Invalid column
value

Concatenate
nonpoint and
point
contributing
columns

Figure 41: Recommender algorithm flowchart.
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The algorithm inputs an active user and similarity neighbourhood. The similarity
neighbourhood is selected in section 6.2.4. The respective features were then analysed to
identify point contributor features. Nonpoint-contributor columns were removed from the
recommender as only actions that contributed to the movement of the user of interest (UOI)
within the program was kept. The average of the users within the neighbourhood was then
calculated. The recommendation equation for the UOI was defined by the following:
𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑙 = {

𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑒 , 𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑙 < 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑙 , 𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑙 ≥ 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑒

(26)

Where 𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑙 is the active user value within the dataset identity column and 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑣𝑒 is the
average column value of the neighbourhood for each point contributing column. Equation 26
compares the values within the respective columns to that of the neighbourhood group.
Columns which have a value which is less than the average was replaced with the average of
the neighbourhood. If the value in the user column was more than or equal to the average of
the neighbourhood value the initial value was maintained. The algorithm ensures that only
areas which require improvement is recommended. Once the recommendation had been made,
the result was concatenated with the original nonpoint columns.
The recommender algorithm was not without its shortcomings. The basis of the recommender
was made on the average value of the neighbourhood. This links to the neighbourhood size
issue where larger neighbourhoods may include users who are outliers and therefore would
result in a skewed recommendation. This skew in recommendation could be reduced by using
the median value in the similarity neighbourhood as the comparison value. Using the median
value would reduce the effect of outliers on the reference result. Another issue with the
algorithm was that recommendations were made on the entire point-contributing dataset and
did not consider recommending increased activity in actions already performed by the user.
Therefore, the recommender may advise additional actions to the user which may be
unnecessary. The recommender could be made more efficient by first recommending an
improvement on actions already being undertaken by the respective user and then
recommending additional actions.

6.2.4 Similar user investigation
The effectiveness of the recommender was highly dependent on the neighbourhood of similar
users. Within the MIP, users were placed into categories. These were individuals who had a
similar number of points based on their point contributing actions. However, this does not mean
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that users in the same group are similar. Within the input dataset, there are point contributing
behaviours and non-point contributing behaviours. Similar users across all the different
categories can be found using the complete collection of behaviours. This collection of
behaviours forms the basis of the similarity algorithm.
The similarity algorithm implemented a KNN clustering algorithm which identified similar
users to a chosen user. The identification of similar users was made by computing the Euclidean
distance of respective users to the UOI. Therefore, closest users to the UOI was said to be the
most similar. The similarity algorithm can be seen in Figure 42.

Implement
KNN clustering
on dataset
Identify active

Is

user

neighbourhood

Yes

user category
Choose

Remove from
neighbourhood

<= user?

neighbourhood
size

No
List users in
Neighbourhood
Is neighbourhood
user category >

Yes

one level higher

Remove from
neighbourhood

than user?

No
Return filtered
neighbourhood

Figure 42: User similarity algorithm.
Neighbourhood size defined the number of similar users to be included in a similarity
neighbourhood. Once the neighbourhood size has been chosen, the users were listed in
ascending order from most similar to least similar. The neighbourhood was then filtered to
remove similar users in the same or lower category of the UOI. Filtering was done to ensure
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that the recommender did not recommend actions which would result in a user remaining in
the same category or decreasing to a lower category. The neighbourhood was then filtered
further for users who were not immediately above the user’s category. This filter was imposed
to ensure that the proposed recommendation did not require an action which requires a large
amount of effort. Users within the Private category did not filter users from the same category,
as the Private category was seen to be the highest. Therefore, Private users were recommended
to maintain their position.
The similarity algorithm was not without its disadvantages. The main drawback was that the
size of the neighbourhood could have a significant effect on the recommendation. The
similarity algorithm uses a Euclidean distance to find the most similar users. Where similar
users were found to be a short distance away, and less similar users were further away.
Therefore, the size of the chosen neighbourhood affects the quality of users within the
neighbourhood. The different size of neighbourhoods can be seen in Figure 43.

(A)

(B)
Figure 43: Neighbourhood selection.
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The objective of the neighbourhood selection was to identify similar users in the category
above the UOI. Therefore, in the case where a small neighbourhood is selected as shown in A,
the users in the neighbourhood may not be from one category higher, but all from the same
similarity group. This neighbourhood would result in a recommendation which would not
promote behaviour change. In the case of B, a larger neighbourhood is selected. Although there
is a higher probability of covering users from different groups, some of the users within this
group may not be the most similar and skew the recommendation.

6.2.5 Recommender performance investigation
To investigate the dynamics of the recommender, several experiments were conducted. For
each of the experiments, the neighbourhood size was varied to size 10, 30 and 50 users. The
neighbourhood was varied to identify the best performing size for the recommender. A popular
recommender was implemented to serve as a baseline for the performance of the personalised
recommender system. For this experiment, the recommendation type was also varied between
the mean and median value of the neighbourhood. The effect of the actions recommended was
also explored, where recommendations were made on the complete set of point contributing
actions and a user’s current actions. The two different actions sets were investigated to identify
whether a user could change existing behaviour as opposed to adopting new behaviour to
advance within the MIP. The experiment configurations can be seen in Table 17.
Table 17: Recommender investigation parameter configuration
Experiment

Neighbourhood
size

Recommender
type

Recommended
action

Baseline

All

Mean

Complete action

Baseline

All

Mean

Existing action

Baseline

All

Median

Complete action

Baseline

All

Median

Existing action

One

10

Mean

Complete action

One

10

Mean

Existing action

One

10

Median

Complete action

One

10

Median

Existing action

Two

30

Mean

Complete action
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Experiment

Neighbourhood
size

Recommender
type

Recommended
action

Two

30

Mean

Existing action

Two

30

Median

Complete action

Two

30

Median

Existing action

Three

50

Mean

Complete action

Three

50

Mean

Existing action

Three

50

Median

Complete action

Three

50

Median

Existing action

6.2.6 Evaluation
The recommender is evaluated in order to validate its effectiveness. The evaluation process is
shown in Figure 44.
Input

Use saved classifier

Compare prediction

Analyse change of

recommendation

to make a prediction

to original prediction

classification group

dataset

Figure 44: Recommender evaluation process.
The basis of the evaluation phase was to use the trained classifier model developed in section
5.5.4 to determine whether the recommendation resulted in movement within the MIP. The
classifier was used to make a prediction on the recommended dataset and this prediction was
compared against the initial dataset prior to recommendation.

Classification of recommendation dataset
The trained classifier formed a significant component in the evaluation of the recommender.
The evaluations were implemented within the AMLS, the flowchart of this process is seen in
Figure 45.
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Recommender system
output dataset

Pretrained MDF
classifier
Export classifier

prediction dataset
Figure 45: Classification of the recommended dataset.

Prediction comparison
In this phase, the comparison between the initial classification and the classification after the
recommendation was examined. The initial classification predictions were used to reduce the
propagation of inaccuracies within the classifier. The movement of the respective uses was
obtained by subtracting the new prediction from the initial classification. The aim was to obtain
an insight into whether users moved to a higher category or was unaffected by the
recommendation. The description of the movement class values is shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Prediction comparison key
Movement class

Description

-4

The user moved four categories down

-3

The user moved three categories down

-2

The user moved two categories down

-1

The user moved one category down

0

User never moved

1

The user moved one category up

2

The user moved two categories up

3

The user moved three categories up

4

The user moved four categories up
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A negative movement class implies that the recommendation had the opposite effect on the
user and the action would decrease the user’s category. A zero-movement class implies that
the recommendation had no effect on the user and that the user remained in the same category.
Finally, a positive movement class implies that the user advanced in category. The aim of the
recommender is for the majority of the users to have a comparison score of one, which indicates
that the user moved one category up.
The distribution of the respective results of each recommender was analysed in order to obtain
the recommender and parameters which performed the best in this context. This evaluation was
done by implementing a histogram of the frequency of the comparison scores. A wellperforming recommender was defined as having minimal negative and high positive scores and
had the majority of users within movement class one.

6.3 Recommender results
This section explores the results of the recommender algorithm. The comprehensive results of
the experiment can be seen in Appendix D. In this section the mean-based, and median-based
recommender results are explored. Thereafter, the best performing algorithm is selected, and a
comparison between these recommenders are made.

6.3.1 Mean-based recommender
The summarised results showing the best performing mean-based results from the
recommender are shown in Table 19.
Table 19: Summarized mean-based recommender results

Neighbourhood

Experiment

Category movement

-4
(%)

Baseline

Popular
(all)

0.00

0.00

0.06

2.56

11.38

17.51

29.91

17.96

20.62

One

10

0.00

0.00

0.46

3.23

14.63

25.80

29.20

12.50

14.17

Two

30

0.00

0.00

0.50

2.92

14.01

25.83

28.40

12.51

15.83

Three

50

0.00

0.00

0.49

2.77

13.53

25.55

27.79

13.10

16.76

-3
(%)

-2
(%)

-1
(%)

0
(%)

1
(%)

2
(%)

3
(%)

4
(%)

Table 19 shows the percentage movement of the individuals in the MIP after the
recommendation. The distribution of these results is shown in the sections below.
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Popular mean-based recommender
The distribution of the popular mean-based recommender is shown in Figure 46.

Popular mean-based recommender distribution
35
30%

Percentage of users (%)

30
25

21%
20

18%

18%

15
11%

10
5
0

3%
0%
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

Movement indicator

Figure 46: Popular mean-based recommender results
The popular based recommender was computed as a baseline to evaluate the performance of
the personalised recommender compared to a popular-based recommender. From Figure 46 it
is seen that the popular-based recommender performed well with 87% of users ascending the
MIP. It was also noted that the data skewed to the right with 18% in the movement class of
one.

Personalised mean-based recommender
In this section, the results of the personalised mean-based recommender are shown. Figure 47
shows a personalised mean recommender of neighbourhood size 10, 30 and 50, respectively.
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10 User mean-based personal recommender
distribution
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(A)

30 User mean-based personal recommender
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(B)
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50 User mean-based personal recommender
distribution
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(C)

Figure 47: Personalised mean-based recommender distributions.
It was noted that across all graphs the individuals within class one remained unchanged at 26%
for the different neighbourhood sizes. The size of the neighbourhood was shown to have a
marginal effect on the movement, with 3% more users moving up in category in graph C than
in graph A.

Mean-Based recommender experiment comparison
In this section, the popular and personalised recommenders’ performance were evaluated to
identify the effectiveness of the personalised recommender verses a general popular based
recommender. The different personalised recommenders were also compared with each other
to identify the best neighbourhood size. The comparison of the different recommenders is
shown in Figure 48.
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Mean distribution comparison
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3
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Figure 48: Mean-based recommender comparison.
Both the popular and personal recommender was seen to recommend actions which resulted in
successful category movement. The popular recommender in Figure 48 moved an overall 87%
of users to higher categories, as opposed to the personalised recommender which moved a
maximum of 84% to higher categories. However, the personalised recommender outperformed
the popular recommender by moving 8% more user to the desired category, one class. The
personalised recommender result also outperformed the popular recommender by moving
fewer users to class three and four. The personalised recommender experiments were similar
in performance with marginal differences across the different movement classes. The size of
the neighbourhood marginally affected the movement of users, with more users moving up in
the program. However, the users within class one are unaffected by the larger neighbourhood
size. Therefore, experiment one was selected as the best performing personalised recommender
as it moved fewer users to class three and four.

6.3.2 Median-based recommender
The Summarised results showing the best performing median-based results from the
recommender are shown in Table 20.
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Table 20: Summarised median-based recommender results.
Experiment

Similarity

Baseline

Popular

One

10

Two

30

Three

50

-4
(%)

-3
(%)

-2
(%)

-1
(%)

0
(%)

1
(%)

2
(%)

3
(%)

4
(%)

0.00

0.03

0.30

1.94

43.25

42.90

7.75

2.94

0.89

0.00

0.01

0.48

3.24

20.58

31.85

21.67

11.44

10.72

0.00

0.02

0.54

2.92

25.34

36.02

17.45

9.48

8.23

0.00

0.02

0.57

2.70

27.65

37.76

15.47

8.50

7.33

The median-based recommender experiment follows the same process as the mean-based
recommender. A popular recommender is implemented to obtain a baseline performance.
Thereafter, the neighbourhood was varied from to 10, 30 and then 50 users within the dataset.
The distributions of the respective experiments are expanded upon in the various sections
below.

Popular Median-based Recommender
The distribution of the popular median-based recommender is shown in Figure 49.

Popular median-based recommender distribution
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Figure 49: Popular median based recommender distribution.
From the graph in Figure 49, 43% of users moved to the desired class one. However, the
recommender did not affect the additional 43% of users. An advantage of this result was that a
smaller number of users were moved to class two to four.
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Personalised Median-based recommender
In this section, the results of the personalised median-based recommender are shown. In Figure
50, a personalised median-based recommender of neighbourhood size 10, 30 and 50 are shown,
respectively.
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30 User median-based personal recommender
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50 User median-based personal recommender
distribution
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Figure 50: Median-based personalized recommender.
Most users within the respective graphs moved to the desired class one, with the user class size
ranging from 32% to 38%, respectively for graphs A to C. It was observed that the
neighbourhood size affected the number of users which moved to the desired class, where a
6% increase was observed between the 10 and 50 user neighbourhoods.

Comparison of Median-based recommender
In this section, the results of both the popular and personalised median-based recommenders
are shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 51: Median-based recommender comparison.
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The popular and personal median-based recommenders both showed to be effective in moving
users to the desired class. The popular recommender did, however, move the most users to the
desired class, which was found to be 5% higher than the closest personal recommender.
However, the overall user movement for the popular recommender was seen to be a lower 55%,
therefore, being ineffective for 45% of users. The personal recommenders outperformed the
popular recommender in moving more users up within the MIP, as well as placing most users
into the desired class. The size of the neighbourhood did affect the performance of the
personalised recommender, in that, an increase of 6% was observed when the neighbourhood
was increased from 10 to 50 users. Experiment three, with a neighbourhood of 50, yielded the
best results, with this recommender producing the highest number of users in class one, as well
as fewer users assigned to movement class two, three and four.

6.3.3 Overall recommender comparison
In this section, the comparison between the personalised mean-based recommender with a
neighbourhood size of 10 and personalised median-based recommender with a neighbourhood
size of 50 explored. The comparison between the respective personalised recommenders is
shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Mean based recommender vs median based recommender.
From the graph, the mean-based recommender moved 12% more users within the MIP.
However, the median-based recommender was shown to outperform the mean-based
recommender in moving users to the desired categories with the median-based recommender
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moving 9% more users to the desired category. The median-based recommender was also seen
to be more precise and therefore moving fewer users to class two, three and four than the meanbased recommender. Therefore, from this analysis, the best recommender for the MIP was the
median-based recommender with a neighbourhood size of 50.

6.4 Discussion
In this section, the results obtained in section 6.3 is explained and critically evaluated. The
results of this work are then evaluated against the objective of the dissertation. From the
recommender experiment, the best performing recommender configuration is shown in Table
21.
Table 21: Chosen recommender
Recommender Parameters

Details

Similarity algorithm

KNN

Neighbourhood size

50

Recommender type

Median

Features to be recommended on

All point contributors

The personalised median-based recommender with a neighbourhood size of 50 was chosen as
the best performing recommender system. This personal recommender was chosen as it
assigned the highest number of users to movement class one for all of the personal
recommenders. The chosen recommender moved 69% of users up in categories within the MIP,
and 38% of users moved to movement category one. The recommender was evaluated against
a baseline popular median-based recommender. The popular median-based recommender did
move 5% more users to the movement class one. However, this recommender was not effective
on 15% more users than the chosen personalised median-based recommender. The personalised
mean-based recommender was shown to move 12% more users up in the MIP than the
personalised

median-based

recommender.

However,

the

personalised

mean-based

recommender moved 12% fewer users to movement class one than the personalised medianbased recommender.
As mentioned, the size of the neighbourhood did influence the performance of the
recommender, with the larger neighbourhoods yielding better performance. However, the
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largest neighbourhood size investigated was of size 50. As mentioned, the recommendation is
based on the median user in the similarity subset. This method reduces the effect of outliers
within the group on the recommendation. However, a drawback of this method is that the
recommendation of respective users is effectively made on a single user.
Within the results, it is observed that users moved more than one category up as well as moved
down in category. Recommendations were made on the values of users within the category
higher than the UOI. Therefore, it is implausible for users to move more than one category
higher, or to drop in level as the MIP is a points-based program with clear point thresholds.
The classifier trained in the classification phase was used to evaluate the recommender in this
phase and was trained on both the point and nonpoint features. However, the recommendation
is only made on point contributing features. Therefore, the resultant movement of users was
exaggerated because of the presence of the nonpoint contributing features of the UOI within
the training dataset. The classifier is also seen to have an approximate accuracy of 77%, which,
therefore, leaves an error of 23%. This error is propagated into the recommendation evaluation
system. The initial prediction values of the classifier were compared with the produced
recommendation values to mitigate the effect of the classifier error.
It is noted that bias was introduced during the pre-processing phase, where the text labelling
was done manually using a visualisation tool. Another source of bias within the analysis was
introduced within the feature selection method. Each feature selection curve was plotted, and
the features on the elbow of the curve were chosen manually and included in the development
of the recommender system.
The objective of this dissertation was to create a personalised recommendation system within
the MIP in order to aid users in rising in the respective categories by providing a lost of actions
to be implemented by the user. These recommended actions were also to recommend the
minimum action which would result in moving up one category. These objectives have been
met as the personalised recommender would provide a UOI with a list of actions which would
result in the user moving up in the MIP. The personalised recommender is also designed to
recommend actions which would result in a user moving one class up. Therefore, requiring
minimum action from the user.
The personal recommender developed in this dissertation was effective in that it provided a
recommendation without historical data as was the case in Farrell et al. (2012) and Yürüten,
(2017). The recommendation method also did not require feedback as was the case in Yürüten,
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(2017). The collaborative filter type recommender worked well in the MIP because all desired
behaviours were already defined, tracked and the various users labelled. Therefore, enabling
the development of a supervised behaviour classification model within the MIP. Areas for
improvement would be the reduction of biases within the text classification and feature
selection methods. The evaluation of the recommender can be improved by using a model
trained only on the point contributing columns.

6.5 Summary
In this section, the behaviour recommendation system is developed. The chapter initially
defines the pre-processing steps, experiment process and evaluation criteria for the
recommender system. Thereafter, the various recommendation systems are implemented, and
the results are shown. The results are then analysed and discussed to evaluate the effectiveness
of the recommendation system.
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Chapter 7
7. Conclusion
In this section, the summary of this dissertation is elaborated on in section 7. Thereafter, the
additional avenues of work are expanded upon in section 7.2.

7.1 Summary of work
The MIP classifies users into respective incentive categories. These categories are used as an
indication of the desired behaviour of users within the program. This dissertation aimed to
develop a personalised behaviour recommender which aimed to help individuals within the
MIP make healthy choices. These healthy choices were linked to actions within the MIP. These
choices are categorised as health, safety, financial and policies taken within the program. For
this work, data was provided by Multiply in 13 respective datasets. The datasets were explored
in order to identify the data types and information provided within the various datasets. It was
found that the data was transactional and therefore required pre-processing which reduced and
aggregated the dataset. The resulting dataset was found to have 483 features with 136535 rows.
The resultant dataset was found to be highly sparse with missing values. Once aggregated, the
complete dataset was used as input for a classification algorithm.
A supervised learning classification was implemented with the individual’s category as the
target variable. A random forest classifier was used, as it performs well with missing values
and is capable of handling high dimensional data. Before classification, the dataset was input
into a feature selection algorithm to remove features which did not contribute statistically to
the model. The classifier and resultant dataset were then used within the recommender
algorithm.
The recommender algorithm aimed to recommend an action which would result in the
ascension of users or individuals within the MIP. Recommendations were made to ensure that
minimum actions would result in a movement of the user within the MIP. The recommended
actions, therefore, were to ensure users moved one category up within the MIP with each
recommendation. A collaborative filtering approach was implemented where similar users
were identified using a KNN clustering algorithm. The algorithm selected users within different
sized neighbourhoods around the user of interest. The similarity between these users was
quantified by their Euclidean distance away from the user of interest, i.e. closer users were said
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to be more similar than further users. Recommended actions were user-focused, and therefore
recommendations were only made on point contributing actions. The recommendation was
made by recommending the median value of the identified user neighbourhood. Once the
recommendation was made, the dataset was input into the developed classifier. The classifier
was used to observe the movement of users within the program. It was found that the
personalised recommender resulted in 69% of users ascending the MIP and 38% of users
moving one category up.

7.2 Opportunities for future work
In this work, a KNN algorithm was implemented for the identification of similar users.
However, the maximum neighbourhood used consisted of 50 users. It is, therefore, suggested
that a larger neighbourhood group be investigated to identify the effect on the performance of
the personalised recommender. In addition, alternative similarity methodologies should be
investigated such as Pearson and Cosine correlations. The recommendation system developed
in this dissertation uses the median user value of the neighbourhood as the basis of the
recommendation. To improve on this system, an average window around the median value
should be computed, thereby reducing the effect of an individual user. To improve on the
evaluation of the recommender system, an additional classifier should be trained only on the
point contributing features to remove the effect of nonpoint contributing features to improve
on this evaluation method. Future work should also explore reducing the bias created within
the pre-processing by implementing a text labelling method such as K-means clustering for all
text-based datasets. Bias can also be reduced in the feature selection phase by creating standard
thresholds to ensure all models are evaluated equally.
An additional avenue for future work is the merging of wearable technology with existing
datasets in order to obtain higher resolution data of the performance and habits of individuals.
Another avenue is implementing an Introspective retrospective recommendation (IRR)
algorithm to users in the higher tiers of the program. It is assumed that it takes an individual
some years to ascend to the highest category within the MIP. Therefore, once the user reaches
the higher tiers within the program, additional health goals can be made as data from a user’s
past can be accessed and used within the recommender.
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Appendix A
A.1 Dataset exploration
Table 22 shows the details of each data type within the 13 datasets provided. Within the table, the dataset name, feature name, data type and
additional notes are shown.
Table 22: Exploration of fields in the dataset.
Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

1_Personal_Data.csv

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

1_Personal_Data.csv

ClientNo

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

1_Personal_Data.csv

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

1_Personal_Data.csv

Gender

Predictor

character

categorical

1_Personal_Data.csv

Age

Predictor

numeric

Continuous

1_Personal_Data.csv

ResAddress3

character

categorical

1_Personal_Data.csv

Role

Predictor

character

categorical

2_Membership_Information

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

Predictor
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

2_Membership_Information

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

2_Membership_Information

InceptionDate

Date

numeric

Continuous

2_Membership_Information

MultiplyMemberStatusDesc

Target

character

categorical

2_Membership_Information

FinancialDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

2_Membership_Information

TotPts

Predictor

numeric

Continuous

3_Healthy_Heart

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

3_Healthy_Heart

ClientNo

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

3_Healthy_Heart

EffectiveDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

3_Healthy_Heart

ExpiryDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

3_Healthy_Heart

RagStatusDescriptionDD

predictor

character

categorical

4_Activity_Information

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

4_Activity_Information

ClientNo

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

4_Activity_Information

ScoreValue

predictor

numeric

categorical

4_Activity_Information

MultiplyActiveDayEventDesc

predictor

character

categorical

4_Activity_Information

EventValue

predictor

numeric

Continuous

4_Activity_Information

EventDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

5_Partner_Data

EventDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data

EventTimeKey

Time

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data

NumberOfTicketsDD

Predictor

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data

MovieTitleDD

Predictor

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data

CinemaDD

Predictor

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

StartDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

EndDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

PickUpPoint

Location

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

DropPoint

Location

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

SupplierPrice

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

SurplusDeficit

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

Total

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

VAT

Price

numeric

Continuous
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

5_Partner_Data_CarRental

AmountPaidByClient

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Netsense

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Netsense

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Netsense

EventDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Netsense

TreatmentAmount

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Netsense

TreatmentDescriptionDD

Description

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping ClientNo

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping ItemPrice

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_onlineShopping ItemDescription

Description

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

TransactionDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

StoreNameDD

Name

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

StoreCityDD

Name

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

StoreProvinceDD

Name

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

ItemCategoryDD

Description

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

ItemDD

Description

character

categorical
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

ItemDiscount

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

ItemPrice

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

ItemVAT

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

TotalAllMonthlyBenefitEarned

points

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_Dischem

TotalDischemMonthlySpent

Price

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_P&P

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_P&P

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

5_Partner_Data_P&P

TransactionDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_P&P

StoreNameDD

Name

character

categorical

5_Partner_Data_P&P

Points

points

numeric

Continuous

5_Partner_Data_P&P

SpendAmount

Price

numeric

Continuous

6_Product_Reward

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

6_Product_Reward

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

6_Product_Reward

SourceProductHouseDescription Description

character

categorical

6_Product_Reward

TotalSpent

Price

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

7_DrivingData

ClientNo

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

7_DrivingData

PassengerDD

Description

numeric

categorical
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

7_DrivingData

TripBatchIDDD

TBD

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

JourneyIDDD

TBD

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

BatchIDDD

TBD

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

ShortTripDD

TBD

numeric

categorical

7_DrivingData

FromDate

Date

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

ToDate

Date

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

Distance

Description

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

Duration

Time(minutes)

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

Samples

TBD

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

DistanceScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

AccelerationScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

DecelerationScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

SmoothnessScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

SpeedScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

TimeOfDayScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

RelativeSpeedScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

FamiliarScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

ConfidenceScore

Points

numeric

Continuous

7_DrivingData

Average

TBD

numeric

Continuous
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Feature

Dataset name

Feature name

Type of feature

Data type

8_Engagement_Data

Cryptoset

Identifier

numeric

categorical

8_Engagement_Data

PolicyFull

Identifier

Alphanumeric

categorical

8_Engagement_Data

InteractionDateKey

Date

numeric

Continuous

8_Engagement_Data

InteractionSystemDD

Description

character

categorical

8_Engagement_Data

InteractionTypeDD

Description

character

categorical
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Appendix B
B.1 Feature selected dataset
In Table 23, the chosen features which were output from the feature selection algorithm is
shown. The features are arranged in descending order from most important to least important.
Table 23: Features which was found to be of most importance.
No.

Features

1
2

MultiplyMemberStatusDesc
TotPts
GREEN RagStatusDescriptionDD_
RagStatusDescriptionDDexploded.csv
EventValue
MOMENTUM HEALTH
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
InceptionDate
ScoreValue
ResAddress3
NO_RAG RagStatusDescriptionDD_
RagStatusDescriptionDDexploded.csv
MYRIAD
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
Gender
step_MultiplyActiveDayEventDescexpl
oded.csv
Investo
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
EMAIL_
InteractionTypeDDexploded.csv
Role
EB SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16

Point
contributor
yes
yes

Score

Category

1
Status
0.311487 Points

yes

0.258428 Health

yes

0.180131 Health

yes

0.143848 Policy

no
yes
no

0.141793 Date
0.138934 Health
0.138634 Personal

yes

0.130605 Health

yes

0.129026 Policy

no

0.121882 Personal

yes

0.121672 Health

yes

0.118899 Policy

no

0.108712 Communication

no

0.107539 Communication

yes

0.107451 Policy
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No.
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

40

41
42
43

Features
calorie_activity_MultiplyActiveDayEve
ntDescexploded.csv
WEALTH
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
ItemDiscount
ItemVAT
2_ ItemCategoryDDexploded.csv
ItemPrice
BPM_
InteractionSystemDDexploded.csv
TotalAllMonthlyBenefitEarned
TotalDischemMonthlySpent
medication_ItemDDexploded.csv
other_ItemDDexploded.csv
detergent_ItemDDexploded.csv
1_ ItemCategoryDDexploded.csv
PDS
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
food_ItemDDexploded.csv
cosmetics_ItemDDexploded.csv
TotalSpent
AMBER RagStatusDescriptionDD_
RagStatusDescriptionDDexploded.csv
AWD_
InteractionSystemDDexploded.csv
MSTIPersonal
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
misc_ItemDDexploded.csv
Points
0 RagStatusDescriptionDD_
RagStatusDescriptionDDexploded.csv
METRET
SourceProductHouseDescription_x_
SourceProductHouseDescription_xexpl
oded.csv
TELEPHONE_
InteractionTypeDDexploded.csv
FinancialDateKey
year

Point
contributor

Score

yes

0.106191 Health

yes

0.104121 Policy

no
no
no
no

0.10164
0.095893
0.095864
0.09544

Shopping
Shopping
Shopping
Shopping

no

0.09493

Communication

no
no
no
no
no
no

0.09486
0.09466
0.092347
0.090434
0.089313
0.084408

Shopping
Shopping
Shopping
Shopping
Shopping
Shopping

yes

0.083764 Policy

no
no
no

0.083272 Shopping
0.081427 Shopping
0.078207 Shopping

yes

0.077068 Health

no

0.072821 Communication

yes

0.070661 Policy

no
yes

0.070226 Shopping
0.069142 Health

yes

0.064058 Health

yes

0.063246 Policy

no

0.059622 Communication

no
no

0.053047 Date
0.053047 Date
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No.

Features

44
45
46
47

SpendAmount
GP_ StoreProvinceDDexploded.csv
medical_equip_ItemDDexploded.csv
water_ItemDDexploded.csv
Gym_activity_MultiplyActiveDayEvent
Descexploded.csv
westernCape_PickUpPointexploded.csv
(no genres listed)_genreexploded.csv
westernCape_DropPointexploded.csv
KZN_ StoreProvinceDDexploded.csv
WC_ StoreProvinceDDexploded.csv
NumberOfTicketsDD
TimeOfDayScore
RelativeSpeedScore
ConfidenceScore
TripBatchIDDD
JourneyIDDD

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Point
contributor
no
no
no
no

Score

Category

0.052544
0.052257
0.050625
0.04775

Shopping
Location
Shopping
Shopping

yes

0.040363 Health

no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.035281
0.03504
0.034685
0.03427
0.031095
0.029841
0.020003
0.019983
0.019977
0.019974
0.019974
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Appendix C
C.1 Classifier training results
The results from the classifier training experiment are shown in Table 24.
Table 24: Complete results from the decision forest algorithm
Tuning parameters
Model

model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3

Filter
algorithm

baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
baseline
Pearson
Correlation
Pearson
Correlation
Pearson
Correlation

Number
of
features

Performance metrics

469
469
469
469
469

Minimum
number of
samples
per leaf
node
5
11
1
8
9

Maximum
Number of
depth of
random
the
splits per
decision
node
trees
1012
41
539
59
390
22
868
63
83
12

83

5

1012

83

11

83

1

Number
of
decision
trees

Average
accuracy

Average
precision

Average
recall

F1 score

24
22
30
2
15

0.788834531
0.738786908
0.784375271
0.65990562
0.527188501

0.788834531
0.738786908
0.784375271
0.65990562
0.527188501

0.788834531
0.738786908
0.784375271
0.65990562
0.527188501

0.788834531
0.738786908
0.784375271
0.65990562
0.527188501

41

24

0.765499177

0.765499177 0.765499177 0.765499177

539

59

22

0.747705429

0.747705429 0.747705429 0.747705429

390

22

30

0.775478396

0.775478396 0.775478396 0.775478396
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Tuning parameters
Model

model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4

Filter
algorithm

Pearson
Correlation
Pearson
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Kendall
Correlation
Spearman
Correlation
Spearman
Correlation
Spearman
Correlation
Spearman
Correlation

Number
of
features

Performance metrics

Minimum
number of
samples
per leaf
node

Maximum
Number of
depth of
random
the
splits per
decision
node
trees

Number
of
decision
trees

Average
accuracy

Average
precision

83

8

868

63

2

0.667590268

0.667590268 0.667590268 0.667590268

83

9

83

12

15

0.653563079

0.653563079 0.653563079 0.653563079

86

5

1012

41

24

0.747921898

0.747921898 0.747921898 0.747921898

86

11

539

59

22

0.724694779

0.724694779 0.724694779 0.724694779

86

1

390

22

30

0.755411724

0.755411724 0.755411724 0.755411724

86

8

868

63

2

0.652653909

0.652653909 0.652653909 0.652653909

86

9

83

12

15

0.627348688

0.627348688 0.627348688 0.627348688

78

5

1012

41

24

0.747337432

0.747337432 0.747337432 0.747337432

78

11

539

59

22

0.72510607

0.72510607

78

1

390

22

30

0.755584899

0.755584899 0.755584899 0.755584899

78

8

868

63

2

0.647523595

0.647523595 0.647523595 0.647523595
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Tuning parameters
Model

model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3

Filter
algorithm

Spearman
Correlation
Chi Squared
Chi Squared
Chi Squared
Chi Squared
Chi Squared
Fisher
Evaluation
Fisher
Evaluation
Fisher
Evaluation
Fisher
Evaluation
Fisher
Evaluation
Mutual
information
Mutual
information
Mutual
information

Number
of
features

Performance metrics

Minimum
number of
samples
per leaf
node

Maximum
Number of
depth of
random
the
splits per
decision
node
trees

Number
of
decision
trees

Average
accuracy

Average
precision

78

9

83

12

15

0.627565157

0.627565157 0.627565157 0.627565157

62
62
62
62
62

5
11
1
8
9

1012
539
390
868
83

41
59
22
63
12

24
22
30
2
15

0.774417699
0.722400208
0.772534419
0.643973504
0.494934626

0.774417699
0.722400208
0.772534419
0.643973504
0.494934626

36

5

1012

41

24

0.754783964

0.754783964 0.754783964 0.754783964

36

11

539

59

22

0.73863538

0.73863538

36

1

390

22

30

0.764200364

0.764200364 0.764200364 0.764200364

36

8

868

63

2

0.675816088

0.675816088 0.675816088 0.675816088

36

9

83

12

15

0.664234999

0.664234999 0.664234999 0.664234999

58

5

1012

41

24

0.775781453

0.775781453 0.775781453 0.775781453

58

11

539

59

22

0.724759719

0.724759719 0.724759719 0.724759719

58

1

390

22

30

0.771343839

0.771343839 0.771343839 0.771343839
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0.774417699
0.722400208
0.772534419
0.643973504
0.494934626

0.73863538

F1 score

0.774417699
0.722400208
0.772534419
0.643973504
0.494934626

0.73863538
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Tuning parameters
Model

model 4
model 5
model 1
model 2
model 3
model 4
model 5

Filter
algorithm

Mutual
information
Mutual
information
count based
count based
count based
count based
count based

Number
of
features

Performance metrics

Minimum
number of
samples
per leaf
node

Maximum
Number of
depth of
random
the
splits per
decision
node
trees

Number
of
decision
trees

Average
accuracy

Average
precision

58

8

868

63

2

0.649731578

0.649731578 0.649731578 0.649731578

58

9

83

12

15

0.489566196

0.489566196 0.489566196 0.489566196

406
406
406
406
406

5
11
1
8
9

1012
539
390
868
83

41
59
22
63
12

24
22
30
2
15

0.798618928
0.771084077
0.809052732
0.706381505
0.656593644

0.798618928
0.771084077
0.809052732
0.706381505
0.656593644
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recall

0.798618928
0.771084077
0.809052732
0.706381505
0.656593644

F1 score

0.798618928
0.771084077
0.809052732
0.706381505
0.656593644
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C.2 Cross-validation results
Table 25 shows the complete results from the 10-fold cross-validation experiment.
Table 25: Complete result from the cross-validation analysis

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Average Log
Loss

Precision

Average Log
Loss

Class 4

Recall

Average Log
Loss

Class 3

Precision

Average Log
Loss

Class 2

Recall

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Class 1

Precision

Fold
number

Average Log
Loss

Class 0

0,496
0,484
0,500
0,521
0,491
0,507
0,521
0,478
0,481
0,499
0,498

0,782
0,802
0,796
0,801
0,809
0,800
0,799
0,811
0,811
0,802
0,801

0,824
0,834
0,825
0,835
0,830
0,825
0,827
0,838
0,834
0,829
0,830

0,817
0,789
0,788
0,784
0,807
0,808
0,802
0,791
0,799
0,781
0,797

0,695
0,705
0,704
0,713
0,705
0,693
0,703
0,707
0,704
0,700
0,703

0,669
0,696
0,689
0,697
0,694
0,691
0,686
0,702
0,697
0,694
0,691

0,788
0,794
0,809
0,785
0,783
0,831
0,789
0,809
0,807
0,794
0,799

0,772
0,769
0,765
0,775
0,762
0,769
0,770
0,770
0,762
0,767
0,768

0,739
0,736
0,735
0,751
0,744
0,727
0,746
0,722
0,741
0,740
0,738

0,461
0,460
0,457
0,479
0,473
0,454
0,454
0,472
0,469
0,465
0,464

0,852
0,851
0,845
0,845
0,851
0,845
0,849
0,843
0,844
0,855
0,848

0,910
0,913
0,910
0,903
0,903
0,913
0,910
0,904
0,901
0,907
0,908

0,663
0,649
0,643
0,673
0,647
0,653
0,654
0,650
0,681
0,665
0,658

0,834
0,852
0,848
0,847
0,842
0,848
0,845
0,827
0,828
0,840
0,841

0,801
0,806
0,802
0,799
0,802
0,806
0,801
0,800
0,782
0,800
0,800

0,015

0,009

0,005

0,012

0,006

0,009

0,015

0,004

0,009

0,009

0,004

0,005

0,012

0,009

0,007
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Appendix D
D.1 Recommender results
Table 26 shows the overall results of the recommender algorithms. The highlighted columns show the best performing recommender in each
experiment category.
Table 26: Complete results from the recommender algorithm

Experiment

Similarity

Recommender
type

Recommended
action

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

Baseline

All

Mean

Complete
action

0.00%

0.00%

0.06%

2.56%

11.38%

17.51%

29.91%

17.96%

20.62%

Baseline

All

Mean

Existing action

0.01%

0.18%

0.46%

1.19%

67.46%

27.88%

1.92%

0.79%

0.11%

Baseline

All

Median

Complete
action

0.00%

0.03%

0.30%

1.94%

43.25%

42.90%

7.75%

2.94%

0.89%

Baseline

All

Median

Existing action

0.00%

0.15%

0.24%

1.29%

74.29%

22.15%

1.35%

0.46%

0.07%

One

10

Mean

Complete
action

0.00%

0.00%

0.46%

3.23%

14.63%

25.80%

29.20%

12.50%

14.17%

One

10

Mean

Existing action

0.00%

0.05%

0.10%

0.33%

81.86%

16.78%

0.66%

0.16%

0.07%

One

10

Median

Complete
action

0.00%

0.01%

0.48%

3.24%

20.58%

31.85%

21.67%

11.44%

10.72%
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Experiment

Similarity

Recommender
type

Recommended
action

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

One

10

Median

Existing action

0.00%

0.04%

0.08%

0.35%

82.24%

16.36%

0.69%

0.18%

0.06%

Two

30

Mean

Complete
action

0.00%

0.00%

0.50%

2.92%

14.01%

25.83%

28.40%

12.51%

15.83%

Two

30

Mean

Existing action

0.00%

0.08%

0.21%

0.63%

77.54%

20.06%

1.10%

0.31%

0.07%

Two

30

Median

Complete
action

0.00%

0.02%

0.54%

2.92%

25.34%

36.02%

17.45%

9.48%

8.23%

Two

30

Median

Existing action

0.00%

0.07%

0.17%

0.62%

78.69%

18.97%

1.14%

0.29%

0.06%

Three

50

Mean

Complete
action

0.00%

0.00%

0.49%

2.77%

13.53%

25.55%

27.79%

13.10%

16.76%

Three

50

Mean

Existing action

0.00%

0.09%

0.28%

0.77%

75.59%

21.45%

1.35%

0.38%

0.08%

Three

50

Median

Complete
action

0.00%

0.02%

0.57%

2.70%

27.65%

37.76%

15.47%

8.50%

7.33%

Three

50

Median

Existing action

0.00%

0.09%

0.21%

0.74%

77.03%

20.11%

1.39%

0.37%

0.06%
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Appendix E
Acronyms
MIP

: Multiply incentive program

IRR

: Introspective retrospective recommendation

TLR

: TOMEK link removal

SMOTE

: Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique

KNN

: K-Nearest Neighbour

SOM

: Self-organising maps

ANN

: Artificial neural network

SVM

: Support vector machine

AMLS

: Azure machine learning studio

MDF

: Multiclass decision forest

TMH

: Tune model hyper-parameters

UOI

: User of interest

IoT

: Internet of things

BMU

: Best matching unit

SN

: Single neuron

FFNN

: Feedforward neural networks
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Appendix F
Symbols
𝐼𝑥𝑦

: Rating set all users and items in the respective sets

𝑟𝑥𝑖

: Rating of user

𝑢𝑥

: Respective user in user set

𝑢𝑦

: Respective user in user set

𝑟𝑥

: Rating of 𝑢𝑥

𝑟𝑦

: Rating of 𝑢𝑦

𝑟𝑎𝑖

: Recommendation value

𝑟𝑥𝑖

: Recommendations for user 𝑢𝑥

𝜌

: Normalisation factor

𝑢𝑎

: Respective user in user set

𝑣𝑖

: Content vector

𝑝𝑎

: Preference vector

𝑣𝑖𝑘

: Kth element of content vector

𝑝𝑎𝑘

: Kth element of preference vector

𝜇

: Overall average rating

𝑏𝑖 (𝑡)

: Time changing item bias

𝑏𝑥 (𝑡)

: Time changing user bias

𝑞𝑖

: Item vector within the factor space

𝑦𝑖

: Item vector within the factor space
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𝑅(𝑢𝑥 )
𝑝𝑥

: Rated item set of user 𝑢𝑥
: Variable to capture changes over time

𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑖

: Preference score

𝑎𝑢𝑖

: Number of times a user performed as specific activity

𝑛𝑘 (𝑢𝑥 )

: Neighbourhood function of user 𝑢𝑥

𝑘

: Number of rated items

𝑁

: Dimensionality of a respective item

𝑝+

: positive values of

𝑝−

: Negative values of

𝑆

: Subset of data

𝑆𝑣

: Value of subset S

𝑣

: Value of the attribute A

𝐴

: Attribute in a table

𝛾

: positive regularization parameter

𝑆̃𝑏

: Between class matrix

𝑆̃𝑡

: Total scatter matrix

𝜇̃𝑖

: Mean vector of the reduced space

𝜇̃

: Overall mean of reduced data

𝑛𝑖

: Size of reduced space

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑥𝑖 )

: Rank of 𝑥𝑖 in the dataset

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑦𝑖 )

: Rank of 𝑦𝑖 in the dataset

𝐸𝑖𝑗

: Expected theoretical frequency

𝑂𝑖𝑗

: Observed frequency
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𝑃(𝑥(𝑖))

: Marginal distributions of random variable 𝑥(𝑖)

𝑃(𝑦(𝑖))

: Marginal distributions of random variable 𝑦(𝑖)
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